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Povzetek
Tuneliranje je edini način, da pride do jedrske reakcije pri energijah pod
coulombsko bariero zaradi električnega odboja med reaktantoma. Ker mora projektil priti
skozi široko potencialno bariero, je verjetnost za reakcijo zelo nizka in občutljiva za
elektronske lastnosti tarčnega materiala. Elektroni obkrožajo jedra, ki sodelujejo v jedrski
reakciji in lahko z znižanjem coulombske bariere povečajo presek za reakcijo v primerjavi s
presekom za reakcijo med golimi jedri brez elektronov. Povečanje preseka za reakcije
lahko močno vpliva na naše razumevanje prvobitne in zvezdne nukleosinteze in procesov
proizvodnje energije v zvezdah. Glede na to, da ne pričakujemo enakega obnašanja
elektronskega senčenja v laboratoriju in v zvezdni plazmi, je študij elektronskega senčenja
zelo pomemben. Na žalost je, kljub veliki količini zbranih eksperimentalnih podatkov, naše
razumevanje tega efekta še vedno nezadovoljivo.
Čeprav se ne strinjajo s teoretskimi predvidevanji, eksperimentalni rezultati jasno
kažejo, da je faktor ojačitve preseka posebno velik, kadar so tarčna jedra vgrajena v
kristalno rešetko kovin. Eksperimenti prav tako kažejo, da je velikost potenciala senčenja
zelo odvisna od materiala, v rešetko katerega je vgrajen tarčni atom in od vrstnega števila
projektila. Ker še vedno ne razumemo, ne samo razlogov za tako odvisnost, ampak tudi
same narave tega efekta, so v tej disertaciji predstavljeni rezultati eksperimentov narejenih
z namenom, da preverimo vplive elektronske strukture v različnih okoljih na verjetnost za
jedrske reakcije. Ker lahko atomski elektroni sodelujejo tako pri jedrskih reakcijah, kot pri
radioaktivnih razpadih, lahko vpliv elektronske okolice na jedra študiramo na dva načina. V
tej disertaciji smo preučevali oba procesa. Namreč, elektronsko senčenje smo študirali v
reakcijah 1H(7Li,α)4He, 1H(11B,αα)4He in 1H(19F,αγ)16O v inverzni kinematiki v različnih
tankih in debelih tarčah. Nepričakovano visok potencial elektronskega senčenja smo našli v
skoraj vseh tarčah, tako kovinskih kot nekovinskih. Največjo do sedaj izmerjeno vrednost
potenciala elektronskega senčenja, ki je bila več kot 50 krat večja od teoretske napovedi,
smo našli v grafitni tarči. Ker ti rezultati prinašajo dvome v veljavnost teorije osnovane na
statični sliki elektronskih gostot, smo za opis senčenja predlagali proces, ki smo ga
poimenovali "molekularno senčenje". Ta proces lahko zelo dobro opiše naše
eksperimentalne rezultate. Prav tako naši rezultati jasno kažejo, da odvisnost potenciala
elektronskega senčenja od vrstnega števila projektila Z ni linearna, kot so so sedaj
predvidevali, ampak je večja od Z2.
Vpliv elektronskega oblaka na atomsko jedro smo študirali tudi z radioaktivnim
razpadom, z meritvijo razpolovnega časa izotopa 61Cu, ki smo ga proizvedli z
bombardiranjem kovinske Ni in izolatorske NiO tarče. Zaradi odsotnosti valenčnih
elektronov v izolatorski okolici, smo opazili podaljšanje časa za razpad z zajetjem elektrona
61
Cu v NiO glede na Ni.
Ključne besede: elektronsko senčenje, nizkoenergijske jedrske reakcije, sevalno zajetje, razpad β.
PACS: 25.10.+s, 25.40.Ep, 25.40.Lw, 23.40.-s, 25.40.Kv
IX

Abstract
Due to strong repulsion in nuclear reactions at energies far below the Coulomb
barrier, tunneling is the only way that the fusion process happens. Since the projectile has
to penetrate through a huge potential barrier, the reaction rate is very low and sensitive to
electronic properties of target materials. The electrons surrounding the reacting nuclei can
increase the tunneling probability through the Coulomb barrier, enhancing the cross
sections regarding to the cross section in the case of bare nuclei. This enhancement can
have a very important influence on our understanding of primordial and stellar
nucleosynthesis and energy generation in stars. Since we do not expect that the electron
screening observed under laboratory conditions should be equal to the electron screening in
stars, the understanding of this effect has an essential importance. Unfortunately, despite a
considerable amount of experimental data, our understanding of the electron screening
effect is still insufficient.
Although inconsistent with the theoretical models, experimental findings clearly
show that the enhancement factor is especially large in the case when the target nuclei are
embedded in a metallic lattice. Experiments also indicate that the size of the screening
potential strongly depends on the host material and on the proton number Z of the
projectile. Since, not only reasons for these dependencies, but also even very nature of this
effect is not understood yet, we performed experiments in order to investigate the influence
of the electronic structure in different environments on the nuclear reaction probability with
the motivation to improve our knowledge on this topic. As the atomic electrons can be
involved in nuclear reactions and nuclear decays, the influence of the electronic
environment on atomic nuclei can be studied in two ways. In this thesis, both processes are
investigated. Namely, the electron screening was studied in the 1H(7Li,α)4He,
1
H(11B,αα)4He and 1H(19F,αγ)16O reactions in inverse kinematics on different thin and thick
targets. Unexpectedly large screening potentials were found in all (metallic and insulator)
targets. The highest ever seen value of electron screening potential was found in the
graphite target with a factor of more than 50 above the calculations from the model in
adiabatic limit. Since these results bring serious doubts on the validity of the theory based
on static electron densities, we proposed a process we call molecular screening, which well
explains our results. Also, our results clearly show that the dependence of the electron
screening potential on the proton number Z of the projectile is not linear as it was
previously supposed, but higher than Z2.
For the nuclear decay, the half-life of 61Cu produced in metallic nickel and insulator
nickel-oxide targets was studied. Due to the absence of valence electrons in the insulating
environment, we saw a dependence of the electron capture rate in 61Cu on its environment.
Keywords: electron screening, low-energy nuclear reactions, radiative capture, β-decay.
PACS: 25.10.+s, 25.40.Ep, 25.40.Lw, 23.40.-s
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1. Thermonuclear reactions

Thermonuclear reactions are important in understanding the nucleosynthesis of
elements in the universe and the energy generation in stars. From the classical point of view
the charged particle induced reactions at thermal energies are prohibited since the
penetration through the Coulomb barrier is not allowed. However, the quantum mechanics
allows the tunnelling through the Coulomb barrier, making the thermonuclear reactions
possible. But, since the probability for a reaction to occur drops steeply with decreasing
energy, the cross sections at energies of astrophysical interest become extremely difficult to
measure. Nowadays, the reactions at these energies can be investigated in underground
laboratories with high-current low energy accelerators (such as LUNA [1] and in future
DIANA [2]). However, even when astrophysical energies are reached, the measurements do
not give the nuclear cross section, since the reaction rate at these energies is strongly
influenced by the electrons that surround the reacting nuclei increasing the tunneling
probability through the Coulomb barrier. Further, considering the fact that atoms in the
stellar interior are in most cases in highly stripped states and nuclei are immersed in a sea
of almost free electrons which tend to cluster closer to the nucleus than in atoms 3, we do
not expect that the electron screening effect observed under laboratory conditions should be
equal to the electron screening in stars. Since the stellar conditions cannot be simulated in
the laboratory, the determination of the bare cross section has a crucial importance for the
understanding of thermonuclear processes in stars. In order to observe the bare nuclear
cross section it is possible to perform experiments where the cross section is measured
indirectly, as for example with the Trojan horse method [4]. In this method the electron
screening effect is neglected since the measurements take place at much higher energies.
The problem is that the Trojan horse method can only be applied to a limited number of
reactions. Another solution is to improve our knowledge of the electron screening effect
under laboratory conditions to a level which will allow us to understand electron screening
in stars.

1.1. The electron screening potential
In reactions between nuclei at very low energies, when the energy of the incident
beam in the center of mass system is below the Coulomb barrier, the only way the nuclear
reaction can happen is by tunneling. The probability that an incoming particle penetrates
the Coulomb barrier (see figure 1.1a) is given as the ratio of the probability of finding the
2

particle at the nuclear radius |𝛹𝑅𝑛 | and the probability of finding the particle at the
2

classical turning point1 |𝛹𝑅𝐶 | 5:
2

𝑇=

|𝛹𝑅𝑛 |
|𝛹𝑅𝐶 |

2

.

(1.1)

Here 𝑇 is the transmission coefficient, while 𝑅𝑛 and 𝑅𝐶 are the nuclear radius and the
classical turning point, respectively. The solution of the Schrödinger equation for the
transmission coefficient through the Coulomb barrier gives approximately 5:
2
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𝐶

𝐶
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(1.2)

where 𝑍1 and 𝑍2 are the charge numbers of the interacting nuclei, 𝐸 denotes the center of
𝑍 𝑍 𝑒2

1 2
mass energy and 𝜇 is the reduced mass. The value 𝐸𝐶 = 4𝜋𝜀
is the height of the
𝑅
0 𝑛

Coulomb barrier.
The transmission coefficient at energies that are low compared to the Coulomb
barrier height (𝐸 ⁄𝐸𝐶 ≪ 1) can be expanded using the identity arccos √𝑥 − √𝑥(1 − 𝑥) ≈
𝜋⁄2 − 2√𝑥 + 𝑥 3⁄2 ⁄3 5 (where 𝑥 = 𝐸 ⁄𝐸𝐶 ) to:
2𝜋

𝜇

2

2

𝐸
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𝑇 ≈ 𝑒𝑥𝑝 {− 4𝜋𝜀 ℏ √2𝐸 𝑍1 𝑍2 𝑒 [1 + 3𝜋 (𝐸 ) ] + 4𝜋𝜀 ℏ √2𝜇𝑍1 𝑍2 𝑒 2 𝑅𝑛 }
0

𝐶

0

(1.3)

The third term of last equation represents a correction due to a finite radius to which the
projectile must penetrate. This term vanishes in the limit 𝑅𝑛 → 0 but cannot be omitted at
larger radii which mean a smaller penetration distance and a larger transmission coefficient.
The second term represents a correction factor to the first term when the energy becomes
significant compared to the Coulomb barrier height 5. As a result, the transmission
coefficient at low energies can be approximated by the Gamow factor 𝐺 which describes
the s-wave (spinless particle with angular momentum 𝑙 = 0) penetration through the
1

From the clasical point of view, the classical turning point is the radius at which the incoming
particle will be reflected and the probability of finding the particle inside this radius is equal to zero. Contrary
to this, in the quantum mechanical approach the particle is considered as a plane wave and wave function has
a finite value inside this radius 5.

2

Coulomb barrier of point like charges. The Gamow factor strongly depends on the
projectile energy, i.e.:
𝐺 = 𝑒 −2𝜋𝜂 .

(1.4)

Here
𝜂=

𝑍1 𝑍2 𝑒 2
4𝜋𝜀𝑜 ℏ

𝜇

√2𝐸

(1.5)

represents the Sommerfeld parameter.

Figure 1.1. The tunneling through the Coulomb barrier by incident particle in the
case of a bare nucleus (a) and in the case of a shielded nucleus (b). The effect of the
atomic electron cloud on the Coulomb potential of a bare nucleus 6 is shown in
panel b. 𝑅𝑛 and 𝑅𝑐 are the nuclear radius and the classical turning point. Radius 𝑅𝑎
is atomic radius (Bohr radius) and the Coulomb potential essentially vanishes
beyond this point.
3

Since the cross section 𝜎(𝐸) for charged-particle induced reactions is proportional
to the tunneling probability of the incident particle through the Coulomb barrier and an
1

ℎ

interacting area 𝑃 = 𝜋𝜆2 ∝ 𝐸 (𝜆 = 𝑝 is the de Broglie wavelength defined as the ratio of
Planck constant ℎ and the incident particle momentum 𝑝), the cross section can be written
as:
1

𝜎(𝐸) ∝ 𝐸 𝑒 −2𝜋𝜂 .

(1.6)

In order to separate the strong energy dependence from effects of pure nuclear interaction,
the cross section is usually presented by introducing the astrophysical S-factor, which in the
case of non-resonant reactions varies smoothly with energy 6:
𝜎(𝐸) =

𝑆(𝐸)
𝐸

𝑒 −2𝜋𝜂 .

(1.7)

When the cross section is defined as in equation 1.7, it is assumed that the Coulomb
potential of the target nucleus seen by the projectile is resulting from a bare nucleus, i.e.
that Coulomb interactions with electrons or with other nuclei are negligible. If we speak
about nuclear reactions at low energies when the interacting nuclei are not bare but
surrounded with atomic electrons, an incoming projectile sees an effectively reduced
Coulomb barrier (see panel b of Figure 1.1) and the electron cloud acts as a screening
potential. Beyond the atomic radius 𝑅𝑎 projectile sees no repulsive Coulomb force 7. The
effect of the electron cloud shielding is to reduce the Coulomb barrier, both in height and
radial extension and to increase the tunneling probability through the Coulomb barrier.
Since the penetration through a shielded Coulomb barrier at projectile energy 𝐸 is
equivalent to that of bare nuclei at the energy 𝐸 + 𝑈𝑒 , we can define an enhancement of
nuclear reaction cross sections 6 as:
𝑓(𝐸) =

𝜎(𝐸+𝑈𝑒 )
𝜎(𝐸)

,

(1.8)

which shows an exponential-like increase with decreasing beam energy 𝐸 (here 𝑈𝑒
represents the electron screening potential). This is the simplest theoretical model from
which the electron screening potential can be calculated and it is based on adiabatic limit in
a static approximation. This approximation considers that the ion velocity is much smaller
than the velocity of the orbital electrons and therefore atomic electrons can rapidly adjust
their orbits to the relative motion between the interacting nuclei. In this way the electron
densities between interacting nuclei do not change the whole time until the reaction occurs
– electron cloud – and we have a static picture of the process (panel b of Figure 1.1).
According to this model, the electron screening potential can be calculated from the
difference in atomic binding energies between the compound atoms and the projectile plus
targets atoms of the entrance channel 6:
𝑈𝑒 = 𝑈𝑎𝑑 ≈
4

𝑍1 𝑍2 𝑒 2
4𝜋𝜀0 𝑅𝑎

.

(1.9)

It should also be pointed out that for energies 𝐸 ⁄𝑈𝑒 ≥ 1000 the electron screening effect is
considered as negligible but for energies 𝐸 ⁄𝑈𝑒 ≤ 100 the screening effect cannot be
disregarded and becomes important for the correct understanding of the low-energy data.
Up to now, experimental results of Raiola et al. [8] for the enhancement factor
observed in insulator and semiconductor targets were in reasonable agreement with this
model. However, experimental data obtained from different nuclear reactions in metallic
environments provide significantly larger cross section enhancement at low energies than
could be expected from the adiabatic limit 4, 7 – 10. Kasagi et al. [9] on the other hand,
measured the highest value for 𝑈𝑒 in an insulator PdO. Further, contrary to experimental
findings, the calculations that are based on the time dependence of the fusion process had
shown that the adiabatic limit is a realistic maximum value, while additional effects such as
atomic and nuclear polarizabilities, vacuum polarization, electron excitations or relativistic
effects, only lead to a lower 𝑈𝑒 value 11.

5

1.2. Previous results and motivation
When electron screening was seen for the first time clearly, many experiments
showed non-negligible effects caused by the bound electrons in low energy reactions with
gaseous, solid and liquid targets 12. However, the observed enhancement was in all
metals significantly larger than predictions given by the available theoretical models.
The first experiments performed in order to investigate electron screening effect
were done with the 2H(d,p)3H reaction studied in deuterated metals, insulators and
semiconductors (see refs. 13 – 15). In these experiments deuterons were forced into the
targets by ion beam implantation. The results are schematically summarized in Figure 1.2.
Namely, as compared to measurements performed with a gaseous 𝐷2 target, where a small
effect in agreement with the adiabatic limit was observed, large electron screening was
found in all metals. Observed values of 𝑈 𝑒 were about one order of magnitude higher than
the values calculated from the adiabatic limit and a strong dependence of the magnitude of
the electron screening potential on the host material was noticed. The reason for this was at
the time unknown. A small effect, similar to gaseous targets was observed in implanted
insulators and semiconductors.

Figure 1.2. The electron screening potentials 𝑈𝑒 observed from the experiments with the d(d,p)t reaction
studied in deuterated metals, insulators and semiconductors. Elements with observed low 𝑈𝑒 values (𝑈𝑒 <
100 eV) are lightly shaded and with high 𝑈𝑒 values (𝑈𝑒 ≥ 100 eV) are heavily shaded 13, 14.

The enhancement observed in metals was attributed to the metallic valence
electrons which can get closer to the deuteron than electrons in an isolated deuterium atom.
In this way, when deuteron is implanted into a metallic lattice, its charge is screened more
effectively and the cross section for the reaction increases. In agreement with the above

6

mentioned results 13 - 15, Kasagi [16] suggested that the screening potential decreases
with increasing hydrogen concentration.
Further, electron screening was studied in the 1H(7Li,α)4He reaction in inverse
kinematics [17, 18]. Hydrogen was loaded into Pd and PdAg alloys from gas phase. Large
electron screening potential was observed only when the metallic targets were under
mechanical stress, while without stress the screening potential was consistent with the value
calculated from the model in the adiabatic limit approximation. Contrary to the previous
suggestions [16], it was found that the screening potential does not depend on hydrogen
concentration in the metal. The authors explained the large electron screening by the
movement of hydrogen from octahedral to dislocated octahedral positions in the cubic Pd
lattice. Also, the authors suggested that the different ability of various metals to trap
hydrogen to crystal defects during ion beam implantation could cause large differences in
measured electron screening potentials.
Experiments performed by J. Cruz et al. [19], showed that electron screening effect
is not influenced by different isotopes of the same element. Namely, electron screening was
studied in proton induced reactions for different environments: Li2WO4 insulator, Li metal
and PdLix alloy. Large electron screening was found for metallic and alloy targets, while a
small effect was observed for the insulating target. No different results were obtained when
the experiment was performed with 7Li and 6Li. Also, an increase of the screening potential
roughly proportional to proton number Z of the target was observed in V, Lu and Be targets
[20, 21].
A few experiments were performed in order to investigate electron screening
potential with high Z targets. Namely, a large value of the screening potential of 𝑈𝐷 =
31(13) keV 22 (𝑈𝐷 is the difference between screening potential in metal and insulator)
was observed for the (p,n) reaction and a screening potential of 𝑈𝐷 = 19(4) keV 22 was
deduced for the (p,γ) reactions in metallic Ni target relative to NiO insulator target.
Similarly, Kettner et al. 20 observed a large electron screening potential of 𝑈𝐷 = 27(9)
keV in the (p,n) reaction in V metal compared to VO2 insulator. These authors also noticed
a lowering of a narrow resonance energy in the 176Lu(p,n)176Hf reaction at proton energy
𝐸𝑝 = 810 keV for the Lu metal and the PdLu0.1 alloy compared to the Lu2O3 insulator
(Figure 1.3). The measured lowering of the resonance energy was about 32 keV 20. The
same authors predicted a possibility to observe changes in the half-life of α and β decaying
nuclei embedded in a metallic lattice by several orders of magnitude if samples are cooled
to a temperature of a few K. They predicted a shortening of the half-lives for α and β+
decay in metals due to the lower Coulomb barrier in the decay with positively charged
decay products. For the same reason, in β- decay and electron capture process, they
predicted a longer half-life in metals due to the deceleration of the negatively charged
decay products.

7

There are many experimental results which indicate changes in the half-life of 7Be
in different host materials (see e.g. refs. 23 – 28 and references therein). These results
showed a variation of the decay rate of about 1 %. In early investigations, during the 1970s
and 1980s, changes in the half-life for different chemical environments were observed for
many other elements. Thus, for example, Marelius 29 measured the half-life of 193Au in
metallic gold and in AuCl3 by electron-electron delayed coincidence in a double long-lens
spectrometer with 20 kV preacceleration. In this experiment he observed a 4(2) % longer
half-life in the chloride source than in the metallic one. Kemeny 30 measured the half-life
of 64Cu in different chemical forms (metallic form, sulphate and ammonium-sulphate
solution). In this experiment the author observed a 1.70(64) % shorter half-life of 64Cu in
the metal than in the CuSO4 solution and a 0.87(30) % longer half-life in the metal
compared to the Cu(NH3)SO4 solution.

Figure 1.3. Thick target yields near the 𝐸𝑝 = 0.81 MeV narrow resonance for the
Lu(p,n)176Hf reaction in Lu2O3 insulator, Lu metal and the PdLu10% alloy 20.

176

Regarding recent works in this field, soon after the predictions of a possibility to
observe changes in the half-life were published by Kettner et al. 20, Raiola et al. 31
measured a shorter half-life by 6.3(1.4) % at 12 K than at room temperature for 210Po (α
emitter) implanted in copper. Although the experimentally obtained difference was not as
8

high as the author’s theoretical predictions, these results support the mentioned theoretical
model. Results published by Dong et al. 32 are pointing in the same direction. Namely, in
their experiment, the authors used small high-purity 209Bi samples in which bismuth was
partly transformed by a nuclear reaction into 210Po in order to obtain a more uniform
distribution of polonium atoms in the metallic lattice than by implantation as in ref. 31.
They measured a shortening of the half-life for 210Po by 24(8) % at 4.2 K compared to
room temperature. Contrary to this, Stone et al. 33 found no evidence in half-life changes
within an upper limit of the order of 1 % for α decay in metallic samples held at
temperatures below 1 K. Limata et al. 34 measured a 1.2(2) % shorter half-life at 12 K
than at room temperature for 22Na which decays by β+ emission in 90 % of the decays.
Spillane et al. 35 observed a shortening in the half-life of 198Au (β- emitter) by 3.6(1.0) %
in metallic gold measured at 12 K compared to the measurements at room temperature.
Contrary to the results published by Spillane’s group, Hardy et al. 36 found, under very
similar experimental conditions in ref. 35, that the half-lives of 198Au at 19 K and at room
temperature are equal within 0.04%. The same group measured the electron-capture decay
of 97Ru in ruthenium single crystal target and they found that the half-life difference is
smaller than 0.1 % at room temperature compared to the half-life at 19 K. Based on the
Debye screening model, Zinner 37 disputed the prediction by Kettner et al., pointing out
that the change in the decay 𝑄-value cancels the difference in the Coulomb barrier.
Supporting the results published in ref. 36, P. Pöml et al. 38 measured no difference in
the α-decay half-life of 210Po deep-implanted in high-purity Cu disks at room temperature
compared to the samples stored in a sealed container submerged in liquid helium at 4.2 K.
As shown, despite a considerable amount of experimental data, our understanding of
the electron screening effect is still insufficient. In order to understand all these
disagreements in experimental results of different groups, further research of electron
screening effects is required, especially since it could have an important influence on
nuclear astrophysics, considering the fact that almost all reactions in stars happen at low
energies, where electron screening cannot be neglected 12. Even the very nature of this
effect is unclear. Contrary to initial suggestions, the latest studies suggest that electron
screening is not a static, but rather a dynamic process 22. Further, since for radionuclides
that decay by electron capture or internal conversion the decay probability is proportional
to the electron density near the nucleus that can be influenced by the chemical state of the
atoms 23, 37, we can expect that these isotopes could have a different half-life in stellar
plasma than those measured under the laboratory conditions 23. With the motivation to
contribute to these investigations and to provide a deeper understanding of the influence of
electronic structure in different environments on the nuclear reaction probability, we
performed experiments presented in this thesis.
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1.3. The cross section for resonant reactions
Resonant reactions occur when the center of mass system (c.m.s.) energy of the
incident particle 𝐸 is equal to the energy of an excited state of the nucleus 𝐸𝑟 (taking into
account the 𝑄-value of the reaction, i.e. 𝐸𝑟 = 𝑄 + 𝐸). In this case, the probability for the
reaction increases and after the reaction has occurred, the compound nucleus in an excited
state is formed. The excited state then subsequently decays to some of the lower lying
states by the emission of a particle or a γ-ray (Figure 1.4). Since such kind of reactions are
possible only for discrete energies, when the energy of the incident particle is exactly equal
to 𝐸𝑟 − 𝑄, the cross section curve shows large maxima at the resonant energy and for small
changes in the projectile energy, the probability for the reaction decreases rapidly. Contrary
to the case of the non-resonant reactions, where the astrophysical S-factor (equation 1.7)
varies smoothly with energy, in case of a resonant reactions the S-factor is characterized by
a strong dependence on the projectile energy.

Figure 1.4. The illustration of a resonant capture reaction T(P,γ)C. The level scheme
of the compound nucleus C shows a single state λ which can decay by the emission
of a photon γ. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the resonance in the
cross section curve corresponds to the total resonance width Γ 5.

Here, only the case of well isolated, narrow resonances will be discussed. A
resonance is classified as a narrow one if the corresponding partial widths are
approximately constant over the total resonance width Γ. The condition which must also be
fulfilled in order to form a well isolated resonance is that the level density in the compound
nucleus is relatively small so that the resonances do not overlap significantly 5. Such
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resonances are described by the Breit-Winger formula where the cross section depends on
energy according to the Lorentz distribution:
𝜆2 (2𝐽+1)(1+𝛿01 )

Γ𝑎 Γ𝑏

𝜎 = 4𝜋 (2𝑗

.

(1.10)

2
2
0 +1)(2𝑗1 +1) (𝐸𝑟 −𝐸) +Γ ⁄4

Here 𝑗0 and 𝑗1 are the target and projectile spins, 𝐽 and 𝐸𝑟 are the resonance spin and
energy, while Γ𝑎 and Γ𝑏 are the resonance partial width of the entrance and exit channels,
respectively. Partial resonance widths are connected with the total resonance width as
Γ = Γ𝑎 + Γ𝑏 . The parameter (1 + 𝛿01 ) is introduced in order to take into account the fact
that the cross section for identical particles in the entrance channel increases by a factor of
(2𝐽+1)(1+𝛿01 ) 𝛤𝑎 𝛤𝑏

two. Substituting 𝜔𝛾 = (2𝑗

0 +1)(2𝑗1 +1)

𝜆2

𝜔𝛾Γ

𝜎 = 4𝜋 (𝐸

2
2
𝑟 −𝐸) +(Γ⁄2)

Γ

5, the cross section can be written as:

.

(1.11)

The quantity 𝜔𝛾 is proportional to the area under the resonance cross section curve and
therefore, it is referred to as the resonance strength.

1.3.1. Yields of resonant reactions
It is also important to mention here something about the influence of the target
thickness on the shape of the yield curves. In Figure 1.5 I give an example for the cross
section curve and the corresponding yield curves for different target thicknesses. If yield is
defined as:
1

𝐸

𝑌(𝐸) = 𝜀(𝐸) ∫𝐸−Δ𝐸 𝜎(𝐸′) 𝑑𝐸′,

(1.12)

with: 𝜀(𝐸) – effective stopping power and Δ𝐸 – target thickness in units of energy lost in
the target, then taking into account the expression for the cross section (equation 1.11), one
gets:
𝜔𝛾Γ 𝜆2

𝐸

𝑌(𝐸) = 𝜀(𝐸) 4𝜋 ∫𝐸−Δ𝐸 (𝐸

1

𝑟

−𝐸′)2 +(Γ⁄2)2

𝑑𝐸′.

(1.13)

From the last equation it could be concluded that if the target thickness is much smaller
compared to the resonance width, the shape of the yield curve will correspond to the shape
of the cross section, i.e. the maximum yield will be approximately located at the resonance
energy and the resonance width and the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the yield
curve will be approximately equal (the curve 1 in panel b of Figure 1.5) 5. On the other
hand, if the target thickness is much larger compared to the resonance width, the yield is
defined by 5:
𝜔𝛾 𝜆2

𝐸−𝐸

𝐸−𝐸𝑟 −Δ𝐸
)].
Γ⁄2

𝑌(𝐸) = 𝜀(𝐸) 2𝜋 [arctan ( Γ⁄2𝑟 ) − arctan (

(1.14)
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In this case, the yield curve shows a flat plateau with a maximum at 𝐸𝑟 + Δ𝐸 ⁄2 and the
FWHM ≈ Δ𝐸 (curve 2 in in panel b of Figure 1.5). Finally, in the limit of the infinitely
thick target (Δ𝐸 → ∞), the yield becomes 5:
𝜔𝛾 𝜆2

𝐸−𝐸

𝜋

𝑌(𝐸) = 𝜀(𝐸) 2𝜋 [arctan ( Γ⁄2𝑟 ) + 2 ]

(1.15)

and a step-like shaped yield curve is observed (the curve marked with ∞ symbol in panel b
of Figure 1.5).

Figure 1.5. The cross section curve (a) and corresponding yield curves for different
target thicknesses (b): 1 – thin target, 2 – thick target and ∞ infinitely thick target 5.
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2. Experiment

The influence of the electronic environment on atomic nuclei can be studied in two
ways since the atomic electrons can be involved in nuclear reactions and nuclear decays.
During my PhD studies, I investigated both processes. Namely, from previous experiments
we knew that the amplitude of the electron screening potential is much higher when the
reaction takes place inside a metal than in an insulator or semiconductor. Since in these
experiments significant differences in the amplitude of the screening potential between
various host metals were observed and since the origin of this is not yet understood, we
continued these investigations by studying the 1H(7Li,α)4He reaction in inverse kinematics
on different thin and thick metallic targets. However, for appropriate understanding of the
electron screening effect in nuclear reactions, those investigations alone were not enough.
Due to this we tried to deduce the dependence of the electron screening potential on the
proton number Z of the projectile by studying the 1H(11B,αα)4He and 1H(19F,αγ)16O
reactions in inverse kinematics, as well, on the same targets for the first time. From the Z
dependence of the electron screening potential we tried to establish a dynamical model of
the process. Also, we investigated the electron screening effect in high Z targets. Following
the results and ideas published by the Kettner’s group [20] and later results by our group
[22], the proton induced nuclear reactions were studied in different metals and insulators.
For the nuclear decay, the half-life of 61Cu produced in metallic nickel and insulator
nickel-oxide targets was studied. According to previous experimental results and
predictions, we expected to observe a large difference in the electron capture rate for 61Cu
in metallic compared to insulating target due to the electron screening effect caused by the
absence of valence electrons in the insulating environment.
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2.1. Tandetron accelerator
The experiments that are presented in this thesis, were performed at the 2 MV
Tandetron accelerator at the Microanalytical Center (MIC) [39] of the Jožef Stefan Institute
(JSI) located in Podgorica near Ljubljana, Slovenia. The rough schematic view of the
accelerator system is given in the Figure 2.1. The accelerator contains the Multicusp,
duoplasmatron, and sputtering ion sources. The Multicusp ion source is the newest one at
JSI. It is composed of permanent magnets which are positioned with alternate north and
south poles around the plasma chamber in order to confine the plasma in an area away from
the walls. Low energy (1 eV) electrons emitted by heating the filament cathode collide with
gas molecules and form negative ions. The duoplasmatron ion source produces positive and
negative light ion beams, H and He, which are extracted from plasma. The axial electron
beam emitted from a heated cathode is used to ionize gas applied in the ion source. After

Figure 2.1. The rough schematic view of accelerator system at the Jožef Stefan Institute [39].

positive ions have been produced, they are converted into negatively charged ions by
collisions with lithium ions in a charge exchange process [40]. The sputter ion source
produces intensive, heavy, negative ion beams from different solid materials. The negative
ions are produced by bombarding a target cathode made out of the chosen element with
positive cesium ions [40]. When negatively charged ions are produced in ion sources, ions
with proper charge and mass are separated and directed to the first acceleration tube using
the 90° analyzing magnet. Ion beam is then accelerated by a series of high voltage titanium
electrodes mutually isolated with glass rings [40]. Between the first accelerator tube and the
second one, there is a stripper gas chamber where the ions collide with nitrogen atoms and
become positively charged. Ions are then again accelerated towards the exit window. The
double focusing high energy switching magnet leads ions with chosen energy to one of the
five exit ports of the magnet which conect to four beamlines [40] at the following angles
with respect to the accelerator axis:
-30o - beamline with external beam,
-10o - ion microbeam,
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0o - Faraday cup to optimize the beam transmission,
10o - beamline for broad beam analysis with chambers for PIXE (Particle Induced
X-ray Emission) analysis and for ERDA (Elastic Recoil Detection Analysis) / RBS
(Rutherford Back-scattering Spectrometry) analysis (this beamline was used for performing
our experiments) and
30o - beamline with high resolution X-ray spectrometer
Observed reactions were initiated by H+, 7Li+, 11B2+ and 19F4+ ion beams. The protons
can be produced in any of the three ion sources that the laboratory owns, while 7Li, 11B, and
19
F ions were produced in the sputter ion source.

2.1.1. Beamline for broad beam analysis and PIXE method
For performing our experiments, we used the beam line with the PIXE chamber. A
photo of the chamber together with a turning ring with holders for targets, inputs for
detectors and beamline is shown in Figure 2.2. Particle Induced X-ray Emission analysis
was performed during our experiments as one of three methods for deducing the number of
incident beam ions (p, 7L, 11B and 19F). This method is based on measurement of X-ray
yields since thick target X-ray yield is directly proportional to the number of incident ions.

Figure 2.2. The PIXE chamber at the 10o beamline for broad beam analysis.

X-ray emission occurs when an atomic electron makes a transition from a higher
energy level to a lower one. Namely, when a charged particle (proton or heavier ion) enters
the material it triggers numerous inelastic collisions with target atoms. During this process
target atoms along the particle path are ionized so that inner-shell vacancies are created,
17

allowing the mentioned electron jump from a higher energy level (see Figure 2.3). Energy
released by the jump can be emitted in form of a characteristic X-ray for each chemical
element.

Figure 2.3. Schematic view of 𝐾𝛼 X-ray production caused by a proton interacting
with a K shell electron.

The measured number of 𝐾𝛼 X rays emitted by a thin target of a specified chemical
element can be calculated according to the definition of the cross section [41] as:
𝜎𝑥 (𝐸 )𝜔

𝜌

𝑥

𝑖
𝑖
𝑖
𝑁𝑥 = 𝜀𝑁𝑖 𝑀 𝑁𝐴 𝑥 1+𝐾
𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−𝜇𝑥 cos 𝜃),
⁄𝐾
𝛽

(2.1)

𝛼

where 𝜀 is the detector efficiency, 𝑁𝑖 the number of incident particles, 𝑁𝐴 is the Avogadro's
number, 𝜌 and 𝑀 are the density and molar mass of the emitting atomic species, 𝑥 is the
distance of the chosen layer from the sample surface (in the beam direction), 𝜔𝑖 denotes
the fluorescence yield, 𝜎𝑖𝑥 is the K shell ionizing cross section, the factor 1 + 𝐾𝛽 ⁄𝐾𝛼
denotes the relative contribution of 𝐾𝛼 line in K spectra, 𝜇𝑥 is the mass absorption
coefficient and 𝜃 the angle between the sample normal and detector direction.
For an infinitely thin target equation 2.1 becomes:
𝜎𝑖𝑥 (𝐸𝑖 )𝜔𝑖

𝜌

𝑑𝑁𝑥 = 𝜀𝑁𝑖 𝑀 𝑁𝐴

(1+𝐾𝛽 ⁄𝐾𝛼 )

𝑥

𝑑𝐸
𝑑𝑥

𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−𝜇𝑥 cos 𝜃) 𝑑𝐸,

(2.2)

while in the case of a thick target the measured number of 𝐾𝛼 X rays can be calculated by
integrating equation 2.2 from 0 to the incident ion energy 𝐸𝑖 , i.e.:
𝜌

𝐸

𝑁𝑥 = 𝜀𝑁𝑖 𝑀 𝑁𝐴 ∫0 𝑖
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𝜎𝑖𝑥 (𝐸)𝜔𝑖

𝑑𝐸
(1+𝐾𝛽 ⁄𝐾𝛼 )
𝑑𝑥

𝑥

𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−𝜇𝑥 cos 𝜃) 𝑑𝐸 .

(2.3)

An example of recorded X-ray spectra observed for the Ni target is shown in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4. PIXE spectrum obtained for the thick Ni target with 2.48 MeV protons.
The 𝐾𝛼1 (7.478 keV) and 𝐾𝛼2 (7.461 keV) (seen as one peak) and the 𝐾𝛽 line (8.265
keV) can be clearly seen [42].
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2.2. Experimental setup
To investigate the influence of the electronic structure in different environments on
the nuclear reaction probability, the experiment was performed in three separated phases of
measurements. The experimental setups and results are presented below, following their
thematic division. Namely, in the first phase the 1H(7Li,α)4He, 1H(11B,αα)4He and
1
H(19F,αγ)16O reactions were measured in inverse kinematics on thick hydrogen containing
graphite, TiH, Pd and W targets. Additionally, the first reaction was measured on Pd, Pt, Zn
and Ni thin proton implanted targets, while the 1H(19F,αγ)16O reaction were measured on
thick amorphous carbon target. In the second phase we investigated the electron screening
effect in different high Z metallic and insulator targets (Cd, In and V and CdO, In2O3 and
VO2) for the proton induced (p,n) and (p,γ) nuclear reactions. Finally, in the third phase, the
β+ decay and electron capture of 61Cu produced in the reaction 60Ni(p,γ)61Cu were studied.

2.2.1. The first phase
To investigate the electron screening potential and to determine its dependence on
the proton number Z of the projectile, the 1H(7Li,α)4He, 1H(11B,αα)4He and 1H(19F,αγ)16O
reactions were measured in the first phase of our experiment. We chose to study these three
reactions because they are well known and the α particles and γ rays in the exit channels are
easy to measure. All reactions were performed in inverse kinematics. Since at the same
center-of-mass energy, the laboratory beam energy is, respectively, about 7, 11 or 19 times
higher in inverse kinematics than in normal kinematics, the reactions occur on average
deeper in the target than in normal kinematics2. In this way the measurements are less
sensitive to surface contamination and ultra-high vacuum conditions are not required.
Further, all reactions were studied on physically the same targets. Since this has never been
tried before, we had a unique opportunity to look at the Z dependence of the electron
screening potential.
The specified reactions were performed on protons in thick targets (graphite, TiH,
Pd and W), while the 1H(7Li,α)4He reaction was studied additionally on proton implanted
thin targets (Pd, Pt, Zn and Ni) and the 1H(19F,αγ)16O reaction on amorphous carbon – CH.
Beside these targets, a 50 µm thick polyimide (Kapton, C22H10N2O5) foil was used as a
standard hydrogen target due to its relative insensitivity to radiation damage. Each of the
used thick targets was prepared in a different way. The 250 µm thick graphite foil was
fabricated by Chempur. This target originally contained about 6 % of hydrogen, since it is
known that carbon attracts hydrogen. A small additional amount of hydrogen was
implanted using our Tectra IonEtch ion gun. During implantation the proton energy was 5
2

For example, at laboratory beam energy of 200 keV in normal kinematics, the projected range will be about
1.7 times smaller than in inverse kinematics at 2.2 MeV for the 1H(11B,αα)4He reaction.
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keV. The 68 nm thick amorphous hydrogenated carbon film (C66H34) was fabricated by
coating a Si wafer in methane gas with plasma discharge. The titanium hydride target was
pressed from TiH2 powder into a 1 mm deep hole in a Cu backing which helped to cool the
target after heating with the ion beam. The palladium target was first loaded and unloaded
with hydrogen several times. The cycling was done by leaving the Pd foil in hydrogen gas
at 1 bar for 24 hours and then heating in vacuum to 300º C. The cycle was repeated more
than 10 times. After that, the Pd foil was radiation damaged with 18.1·1015 19F ions on a
5x8 mm large beam spot at 7.8 MeV in order to create lattice defects (vacancies) to which
hydrogen could be trapped [43] and then again left in hydrogen gas at 1 bar for a few hours.
The tungsten target was treated in a similar way. The foil was produced by Plansee and it
was mechanically polished and outgassed at 1200 K for stress relief. Electron microscopy
showed large grains (5 – 20 μm) [44]. The foil prepared in this way was pre-damaged with
20 MeV 186W ions up to radiation damage of 0.45 displacements per atom (d.p.a.). The foil
was then exposed to atomic hydrogen beam for four days. Additionally, the foil was
implanted with 5 keV protons from the ion gun with beam intensity of 400 µA/cm2 for four
hours in steps of half an hour. After each step we performed a reference measurement in
order to check for hydrogen concentration. The maximum hydrogen concentration was
achieved already after the first half hour. The 100 µm thick Pt and Zn foils, 250 µm thick
Pd and 125 µm thick annealed Ni foil used for the experiment with thin hydrogen targets
were also implanted with 5 keV protons from the ion gun.
We checked all targets for hydrogen loss by repeatedly measuring α-particle and γray yields at the same beam energy before and after each measurement at a different
energy. Of the thick targets, only the amorphous carbon, graphite and Kapton targets
showed loss of hydrogen during all measurements, while the tungsten target lost some
hydrogen only during bombardment with 19F ions. Other targets did not show changes in
hydrogen concentration during the whole experiment. In order to correct for the hydrogen
loss we normalized the detected yields for a given beam energy to the average of the two
control measurements. Finally, the Kapton target was changed every time the α-particle and
γ-ray yield decreased by more than 35% (or equivalently, hydrogen concentration, since
these two quantities are proportional). The Kapton, CH, graphite, Pd and TiH thick
hydrogen targets had uniform hydrogen distribution, while the W target exhibited a surface
hydrogen peak and a uniform distribution in the bulk. The thin targets were all corrected for
the hydrogen loss as described for thick targets.
The 7Li+ beams had energies between 0.34 and 2.07 MeV and the beam current was
about 0.3 µA. The 11B+2 beams had energies between 1.66 and 1.93 MeV and the beam
current of about 0.5 µA. Finally, the 19F+4 beams had energies between 6.4 and 6.6 MeV
and the beam current was about 1 µA. Control measurements were performed at energies of
1.05, 1.87 and 6.48 MeV for 7Li, 11B and 19F ion beams, respectively.
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Alpha particles emitted from the 1H(7Li,α)4He and 1H(11B,αα)4He reactions were
detected by a 515 µm thick passivated implanted planar Si (PIPS) detector with an area of
450 mm2, placed 3.4 cm from the target at an angle of 135° compared to the direction of the
ion beam. The detector was calibrated using an 241Am α-source, and we obtained an
efficiency of 1.7 %. In order to prevent scattered beam particles (lithium and boron ions)
from hitting the detector, a 3 µm and 6 µm thick Al absorbers were placed in front of the
PIPS detector, respectively. The reaction 1H(19F,αγ)16O was studied by analyzing emitted γ
rays, so in the experiment with the fluorine beam a high-purity germanium (HPGe) detector
was positioned 4.2 cm from the target at an angle of 135° with respect to the direction of
the 19F beam. The detector had an efficiency of 0.6 % and a resolution of 2.2 keV at the 1.3
MeV 60Co peak. The detector efficiency at higher energies was evaluated using GEANT4
[45] Monte Carlo simulation code. Ion beam doses were deduced by measuring the charge
on electrically isolated target chamber. A rough scheme of the experimental setup is given
in Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5. A rough scheme of the experimental setup for the first phase of the
experiment.

In order to determine the background α-particle activity from radioactive radon
daughters captured in the chamber, the background spectra were observed for a total of 48
hours.

2.2.2. The second phase
Following the results and ideas published by the Kettner’s group [20], we decided to
perform new investigations of electron screening effect in high Z targets. So, in the second
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phase of our experiment we studied the electron screening effect by comparing γ-ray and
neutron yields in different metals and insulators (Cd, In and V – metals and CdO, InO and
VO2 – insulators) for the proton induced nuclear reactions: 113Cd(p,n)113In, 115In(p,n)115Sn,
50
V(p,n)50Cr and 51V(p,γ)52Cr. This experiment is actually a part of an earlier experiment
performed on Ni/NiO and Mn/MnO targets [46].
We chose to study these metals because of relatively low threshold for the (p,n)
reactions, which allows for the expected large electron screening to be observed at low
energies. The threshold for the (p,n) reaction in 113Cd is 0.464 MeV, in 115In 0.287 MeV
and 50V does not have threshold for this process 47. Also, there are other reasons why
these isotopes were recognized as good candidates to study the electron screening effect.
Namely, 113Cd and 115In isotopes were chosen because of their relatively high abundances
in natural metals and especially, because of relatively high atomic numbers (48 and 49,
respectively). If we take into account the suggestion that the electron screening potential
increases linearly with increasing proton number of the target 20, 21, we expect to find
higher values of the electron screening potential in these metals. Finally, with the absence
of a (p,n) reaction threshold, we selected vanadium as a check point because of earlier
measurements of electron screening potential in the 50V(p,n)50Cr reaction by another
research group 20, where high values of 𝑈𝐷 = 27(9) keV and 𝑈𝐷 = 34(11) keV were
found in V metal and PdV10% alloy compared to the VO2 insulator. We studied in parallel,
both, (p,n) and (p,γ) reactions in all targets in order to deduce the dependence of the
electron screening potentials on different particles in exit channels.
For this phase of the experiment, high purity Cd, In, V, CdO, In2O3 and VO2 targets
with natural isotopic abundance were used. Metal targets were thick foils (the V target was
125 μm and the Cd target was 250 μm thick, while the In target was several mm thick due
to its low melting point). Cadmium and indium foils were manufactured by Chempur with a
purity of 99.99 %, while the vanadium target was a Goodfellow’s foil with a purity of 99.8
%. The oxide targets were pressed from powder fabricated by Chempur to a thickness of 1
mm. The purity of CdO powder was 99.99 %, the In2O3 powder was 99.999 % pure and
VO2 99.5 %. In order to prevent overheating of the oxide targets due to high beam
intensity, the powder was pressed into a cylindrical hole (14 mm diameter and 1 mm depth)
in 2 mm thick Cu backing (see Figure 2.6).
We used proton beams with energies between 0.7 and 2.6 MeV. The beam current
was on average about 1µA. The γ rays and neutrons produced in proton-induced nuclear
reactions on studied targets were detected with an HPGe detector and a neutron detector. A
rough scheme of the experimental setup is given in Figure 2.7. The γ-ray detector was
positioned 4.2 cm from the target at an angle of 135° compared to the direction of the
proton beam. The detector efficiency was 0.6 % and the resolution was 2.2 keV at 1.3 MeV
60
Co peak. For the detection of neutrons we used an organic liquid scintillator EJ-301 (NE213) detector positioned 4.8 cm from the target at an angle of 45o compared to the direction
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of the proton beam. In order to suppress a large amount of low-energy γ-ray background,
we placed a lead absorber with a thickness of 6 mm in front of the neutron detector. The
calculated detector efficiency was about 1.5 % at neutron energy of 1 MeV. We chose the
liquid scintillator detector due to its ability to distinguish the neutrons and γ rays at low
energies very well. Outgoing signals from the detector were digitized by a fast
asynchronous digitizer.

Figure 2.6. NiO target with chamber holder. Target was prepared by pressing high
purity powder into a 14 mm diameter and 1 mm deep cylindrical hole in a 2 mm
thick Cu backing.
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Figure 2.7. A rough scheme of the experimental setup for the phase two.

The number of incident protons was deduced using three different methods.
Namely, for this purpose, PIXE measurements [41, 48 and section 2.1.1 of this thesis] were
performed. The X-ray spectra were detected with a Si(Li) semiconductor X-ray detector
positioned 9.1 cm from the target at an angle of 135o compared to the direction of the
proton beam to avoid a large absorption of X-rays in the target. Also, when it was possible
we used Coulomb excitation peaks detected with the HPGe detector. Since Coulomb
excitation [49] is a purely electromagnetic process determined only by the Coulomb field of
the two colliding particles, there is no dependence on the tunneling in the reaction
probability. This justifies the approximation that this process should not be strongly
influenced by the electron screening effect. The third method that we employed was
measuring the charge on the electrically isolated target chamber.
In order to take into account the contribution of cosmic neutrons, we measured
activity of background cosmic radiation continuously for 238.4 h after the experiment. The
average background neutron rate was 0.06 neutron/s.

2.2.2.1. Pulse shape discrimination
For the neutron detection in this experiment, we chose the liquid scintillator detector
due to its ability to distinguish the detected neutrons and 𝛾 rays well. This type of detector
is capable of distinguishing between different types of incident particles by the shape of the
emitted light pulse [50]. The organic scintillators are aromatic hydrocarbon compounds
containing linked or condensed benzene-ring structures. Scintillation light in these
compounds comes from transitions made by the loosely bound valence electrons of the
molecules.

Figure 2.8. Energy level scheme of organic scintillator molecules.
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When the incident particle or radiation passes through the detector, ionization
energy left in the organic scintillator can excite electrons to one of two types of excited
levels – singlet S or triplet T states (see Figure 2.8). Excited S states have a high probability
to decay to one of the vibrational states of the ground state band within a few ns after
excitation, producing a fast component of the scintillator light i.e. fluorescence. For the
triplet excited states a similar internal degradation process occurs, which brings the system
to the lowest triplet state - T1. Transitions from T1 to S0 states are possible, but they are
highly forbidden by the multipole selection rule. Instead of this, the T1 states decay to the
ground state mainly by interacting with another excited T1 molecule, leaving one of the
interacting molecules in the S1 state while another one decays to S0 state without radiation
emission. Radiation is then emitted by the deexcitation of the S1 state as described above.
This emission is the slow component of scintillator light or phosphorescence and has the
decay time of 10-4 s or longer.
Since fast and slow components of the scintillator light arise from the deexcitation
of different states of the scintillator and since, these states are populated in a different
proportion depending on the stopping power 𝑑𝐸/𝑑𝑥, the relative intensities of the two
components are different for different energy losses of the particle. A high value of 𝑑𝐸/𝑑𝑥
produces a high density of excited molecules which increases the number of intermolecular
interactions. These interactions lead to more interacting triplet states. Therefore, the
proportion of the fast component emitted relative to the slow component is reduced.
Neutrons and photons interact with matter by different mechanisms and deposit their
energy in different ways. Passing through the organic scintillator, γ rays interact mainly
with electrons while neutrons interact mainly with protons. Due to this, neutrons of the
same energy have a higher energy loss than γ rays leading to a higher density of excited

Figure 2.9. Pulse shapes from the liquid scintillator detector for a neutron and a γray [51]. The neutron signal decays more slowly compared to the photon one.
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molecules and therefore to a higher probability of interaction between two excited
molecules in the T1 state. This affects the different shapes of the neutron and γ-ray signals.
Namely, a signal that has a greater proportion of delayed fluorescence will decay more slowly
and in our case it is a neutron signal. The pulse shape difference between a neutron and a γ
ray in the used liquid scintillator detector is shown in Figure 2.9 [51].
For γ-neutron separation we used the charge comparison method based on pulse
shape analysis [52]. More about the neutron-γ discrimination technique and the employed
algorithms can be found in ref. [51]. Figure 2.10 shows a 3D γ-neutron separation plot for
an In2O3 target at the proton beam energy of 𝐸𝑝 = 2479.8 keV, while Figure 2.11 shows a
3D γ-neutron separation plot for background radiation. In these figures, the variable 𝐼1
represents the integral of the whole signal digitized by an asynchronous digitizer and
therefore the energy of the event, while the variable 𝐼2 represents the integral with
integration limits from the point at 35 ns after the triggering point (35 ns after beginning of
the signal) to the end of the signal 51, 52. For easier graphical presentation, the maximum
value on y-axis was normalized to 200. The peak at higher 𝐼2 ⁄𝐼1 in these γ-neutron
separation spectra represents the detected neutrons, while the lower one represents detected
photons. The detected number of neutrons originated from the observed reactions was
deduced by subtracting the background spectrum from the recorded γ-neutron separation
spectrum and counting the number of neutrons in the correct time window for each beam
energy.

Figure 2.10. 3D γ-neutron separation plot for an In2O3 target at the proton beam
energy of 𝐸𝑝 = 2479.8 keV.
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Figure 2.11. 3D background γ-neutron separation plot.

2.2.3. The third phase
In order to search for a possible difference in half-life in metallic compared to oxide
targets, in the third phase of the experiment we studied the β+ decay and electron capture of
61
Cu produced in the 60Ni(p,γ)61Cu reaction. 61Cu decays in 61 % of the cases through
positron emission (61Cu→61Ni*+e++νe) and in 39 % through electron capture (61Cu+e→61Ni*+νe) [53]. We considered this radioisotope as very convenient for a precise
measurement because of its suitably long half-life of 3.333(5) h [53] and a large probability
to emit γ rays along the decay scheme. A part of the decay scheme of 61Cu to 61Ni below
1186 keV excitation energy is given in Figure 2.12.
For the target activation and production of copper radionuclides we used a proton
beam with the energy of 2.48 MeV. The beam current was around 0.5 μA. The beam
energy was chosen just below the threshold for the production of 64Cu in the reaction
64
Ni(p,nγ) (see ref. [47]). In this way we activated only one radioactive isotope with a halflife in the range of several hours. The Ni and NiO targets with the natural Ni isotopic
abundances were used. The metallic target was Goodfellow’s 125 μm thick nickel foil with
99.999 % purity. The oxide target was pressed from 99.995 % pure powder fabricated by
Chempur to a thickness of 1 mm. The target was prepared with the same procedure as
described in section 2.2.2 of this thesis. Photography of the prepared nickel-oxide target is
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given in Figure 2.6. In order to provide as good as possible statistics, oxide and metallic
nickel targets were activated for more than 12 hours.

Figure 2.12. A part of the decay scheme of 61Cu to 61Ni below 1186 keV excitation
energy. The transitions in 61Ni are shown with arrows 54.

The γ rays emitted in the decays were recorded automatically in our lowbackground laboratory (Laboratory for radiological measurement systems and radioactivity
measurements) at JSI every half an hour for 120 h by a planar HPGe detector. The detector
was of p-type with an intrinsic efficiency of 50 % relative to NaI. The activated targets
were positioned on the detector and the whole setup was surrounded by a 15 cm thick Pb
shield. For the digital pulse processing system we used Canberra’s InSpector 2000 DSP
Portable Spectroscopy Workstation. With the aim of avoiding precipitation of natural radon
on the targets and the detector surfaces, 14 days old pure nitrogen was continuously
pumped under the Pb shield during the entire period of recording the spectra. For the
determination of dead time effects we used a pulser with a frequency of 10 Hz [55].
This experiment was performed twice under similar conditions, for two sets of
Ni/NiO targets. The maximum dead time in measured decay spectra was equal for both,
nickel and nickel-oxide target and for the first experiment amounted to 1.1 % and for the
second one to 3.1 %. In order to determine background γ-ray activity and possible
fluctuations, background spectra were observed continuously for 50 h before and after
recording the 61Cu decay spectra for each target.
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3. Data analysis and results

For the analysis process, all recorded spectra were manipulated and processed with
Radware free software package 56, 57. Using this software, the numbers of detected
counts were deduced by fitting the peak areas in recorded spectra using a Gaussian shape.
The background in the spectra was described by a linear function including a STEP
function where it was necessary. The STEP function takes into account the difference in the
height of the background on the left and right hand side of the peak. More details about the
parameters that describe the background and the shapes of the peaks in Radware software
package and their manipulations can be found in references 56, 57. The recorded αparticle spectra were analyzed using Canberra’s software family Genie 2000 58.
In the following sections I give a detailed overview of the performed data analysis
together with the results and conclusions for all three phases of the experiment.

3.1. The electron screening in proton implanted targets
In order to investigate electron screening effect, we studied 1H(7Li,α)4He reaction in
different thin and thick hydrogen containing targets. The detected number of α particles 𝑁𝛼
from this reaction was deduced by subtracting the background from the recorded spectra
and counting the number of α-particles in the correct energy window for each beam energy.
This was possible due to the simplicity of the spectra which is reflected in the fact that
background radiation and noise were low in a wide energy window around the energies
corresponding to α particles from the studied reaction. An example of the α-particle
spectrum is shown in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1. The α-particle spectrum obtained for a TiH target at 7Li beam energy of 1.05
MeV. The counts in the energy window from about 5000 to 7000 keV correspond to α
particles from the 1H(7Li,α)4He reaction, while the counts in the energy window from 0
to about 1000 keV are from the noise of electronic devices used for the experiment.
Exposition time was 120 s.

According to the definition of the cross section 𝜎 in the case of a thin target 59, the
detected number of α-particles is:
𝑁𝛼 = 2𝜎𝜀ω𝑁𝐿𝑖 𝑛

𝜌𝑁𝐴 𝑥
𝑀

,

(3.1)

where 𝜀 is the efficiency of the detector, ω is the angular distribution factor of emitted αparticles, 𝑁𝐿𝑖 is the number of incident Li ions and the value 𝑛

𝜌𝑁𝐴 𝑥
𝑀

represents the surface

density of the hydrogen atoms in the target (here 𝑛 is the number of hydrogen atoms per
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crystal lattice atom, 𝑥 is the target thickness, 𝑁𝐴 , 𝜌 and 𝑀 are the Avogadro’s number,
target density and molar mass). The factor of 2 in this equation takes into account two
identical α-particles emitted in the observed reaction. Since in the case of thin hydrogen
implanted targets incident Li beam energies were much higher than the energy of hydrogen
during the implantation, the Li ions lost only a few percent of its initial energy traveling
through the implanted area. Due to this we could consider constant hydrogen distributions
and stopping powers and we could take energy at one-half of the target thickness 𝑥⁄2 as
the effective beam energy, i.e.:
𝑑𝐸 𝑥

𝐸𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝐸𝑖 − 𝑑𝑥 2.

(3.2)

Since the 1H(7Li,α)4He reaction does not have any resonances in the energy range
studied in this experiment, in the case of thick hydrogen targets, the α-particle yield was
calculated by transforming equation 3.1 into differential form and integrating the cross
section over the energy range from the beam energy 𝐸𝑖 to 0:
𝑁𝛼 = 2𝑁𝐿𝑖 𝑛

𝜌𝑁𝐴
𝑀

0

𝜎(𝐸)

∫𝐸 𝜀ω d𝐸
𝑖

𝐿𝑖 /d𝑥

d𝐸𝐿𝑖 .

(3.3)

According to the suggestions given by Huke et al. 60, the electron screening
potential can be calculated by replacing 𝜎(𝐸) for the bare nuclei with 𝑝(𝑈𝑒 )𝜎(𝐸) for the
screened nuclei. Here, the 𝑝(𝑈𝑒 ) parameter – the ratio of the Coulomb barrier penetrability
in the case of the proton incident on a screened Coulomb barrier and in the case of the
proton incident on a bare Coulomb barrier – is given by:
𝜇

𝜇

𝑝(𝑈𝑒 ) = exp [𝑍1 𝑍2 𝑒 2 /2𝜀𝑜 ℏ (√2𝐸 − √2(𝐸+𝑈 ))]
𝑒

(3.4)

The cross sections for bare nuclei 𝜎(𝐸), were calculated using equation 1.7, with the Sfactor
𝑆(𝐸) = 0.053 + 0.213𝐸 − 0.336𝐸 2 MeVb

(3.5)

taken from ref. 4 (the c.m.s. energy 𝐸 is given in MeV). In order to deduce the electron
screening potential in thin and thick hydrogen targets, experimental data were fitted to
equations 3.1 and 3.3, respectively. The α-particle angular distribution was taken from ref.
61, while the stopping power d𝐸𝐿𝑖 /d𝑥 was calculated using the SRIM code 62. For the
fit, two parameters were free – the electron screening potential 𝑈𝑒 and the hydrogen
concentration 𝑛. The 𝑈𝑒 and 𝑛 values resulting from least-squares fits to our data together
with the predicted values of electron screening potential calculated from the approximation
in adiabatic limit 𝑈𝑎𝑑 are summarized in Table 3.1.
These results are quite surprising. The first thing that could be noticed from Table
3.1 is an unexpectedly high electron screening potential obtained in graphite and titanium
hydride targets. Namely, earlier experiments with the 2H(d,p)3H reaction (see ref. 8 and
references therein) in carbon and titanium hydride targets found a small value of the
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electron screening potential, comparable to gaseous targets. In ref. 8 the reported values
of the electron screening potential in deuterated carbon and Ti targets are around 2 orders
of magnitude lower than the values obtained in our experiment (see Table 3.1). Our results
for other targets are also in contrast with those reported in ref. 8 since the magnitudes of
measured potentials are almost oppositely ordered. The reason for this can be different
preparation of targets in these two studies.
𝑛𝑎

𝑛

Target

𝑈𝑎𝑑

2

3

H(d,p) H

a

0.027

1

𝑈𝑒 keV
1
H( Li,α) He
H(11B,αα)4He
7

4

0.24

1

H(19F,αγ)16O

0.68

2.19

Thin target measurements
Ni

0.041 ± 0.003

0.13

0.38 ± 0.04

4.1 ± 1.0

--

--

Zn

0.68 ± 0.05

0.13

0.48 ± 0.05

2.4 ± 1.0

--

--

Pd

0.296 ± 0.007

0.03

0.80 ± 0.09

2.3 ± 0.5

--

--

Pt

0.24 ± 0.02

0.06

0.67 ± 0.05

2.8 ± 1.3

--

--

Thick target measurements
CH

0.515 ± 0.011

--

--

--

--

36 ± 6

TiH

1.03 ± 0.04

1.3

≤ 0.03

3.9 ± 0.4

6.7 ± 1.8

73 ± 6

Pd

0.21 ± 0.01

0.03

0.80 ± 0.09

3.6 ± 0.7

--

63 ± 6

Pd

0.50 ± 0.03

--

--

--

< 1.7

--

-2

0.29

0.25 ± 0.03

5.9 ± 0.9

--

74 ± 15

-2

0.35

≤ 0.06

10.3 ± 0.4

32 ± 4

115 ± 8

(4.2 ± 0.3)10

W
a

C
(5.9 ± 0.3)10
data taken from ref. 8.

Table 3.1. The obtained electron screening potentials in reactions with lithium, boron and fluorine ion beam
incident on implanted hydrogen in different targets together with bulk target hydrogen concentrations and
results for the electron screening potentials obtained in the 2H(d,p)3H reaction from ref. 8 with their
obtained hydrogen concentrations. The calculated values of the electron screening potentials in the adiabatic
limit Uad [6] are also given.

The 𝑆(𝐸) factor as a function of c.m.s. energy obtained for our data for the Ni
target and 50 µm thick Kapton film are shown in Figure 3.2. Kapton measurements are
taken from ref. [17]. In order to compare Kapton thick target yield measurements with the
thin target yield measurements performed in our experiment, we found effective thin target
energy 𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑛 for each thick target yield measurements. 𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑛 is actually the incident beam
energy that gives the thin target yield (equation 3.1) equal to the average thick target yield
at energy 𝐸 (equation 3.3).
Figure 3.3 shows obtained enhancement factors as a function of Li beam energy for
the H( Li,α)4He reaction in graphite, TiH, Pd and Kapton targets. The enhancement factor
was calculated by dividing the observed value of the yield 𝑁𝛼 for a given beam energy 𝐸
(the case of the screened Coulomb barrier), with the calculated value of 𝑁𝛼 in the case of
zero screening potential (equation 3.3). In this way we found 𝑈𝑒 = 0.6(5) keV for Kapton
and we assumed that there is no electron screening in this target.
1
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Figure 3.2. 𝑆(𝐸) factor as a function of c.m.s. energy obtained from our data for the Ni
target and for Kapton target calculated using data from ref. [17]. The red line is the bare
𝑆-factor, while the black line is the screened 𝑆-factor with 𝑈𝑒 = 4.1 keV.

Figure 3.3. Integrated enhancement factors as a function of lithium beam energy for the
1
H(7Li,α)4He reaction in graphite, TiH, Pd and Kapton targets. The solid line represents a
least-squares fit using equation 3.3.
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The results presented in Table 3.1 indicate that the dependence of the electron
screening potential on the proton number Z of the projectile is not linear as it was
previously supposed 13 – 15. In order to establish this dependence, the 1H(11B,αα)4He and
1
H(19F,αγ)16O reactions were studied.
The 1H(11B,αα)4He reaction was studied by measuring the single, narrow resonance
(Γ = 5.3 keV) 63 at proton energy of 163 keV. Figure 3.4 shows the partial cross section
for the 1H(11B,αα)4He reaction as a function of incident proton beam energy and the
measured resonance at 163 keV is highlighted. The excitation function of the 1H(19F,αγ)16O
reaction has more than 10 known narrow resonances (Γ ≤ 20 keV) in a wide energy
window from 0.2 – 3.6 MeV 64, 65 (see Figure 3.5). Considering this situation, we found
that the resonance at proton energy of 340.46 keV (Γ = 2.34(4) keV) 64 is the most
suitable candidate for us to study the electron screening effect since it is well isolated and
relatively strong. We could not observe the resonances at lower energies due to more than
three orders of magnitude lower resonance strength and at higher energies due to the
inability of our accelerator to provide a stable 19F-ion beam for such high energies.

Figure 3.4. The partial cross section for the 1H(11B,αα)4He reaction as a function of
incident proton beam energy. Highlighted resonance at the energy of 163 keV was
measured in our experiment 66.

Since the studied resonances are narrow, the ranges of 11B and 19F ions were larger
than the target depth at which the resonances occur and the beams lost all kinetic energy
inside the target. Due to this, we observed step-like shaped resonances which are described
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by the infinitely tick target yield given by equation 1.15. The maximum of this function is
given by 5
𝑌𝑚𝑎𝑥,∆𝐸→∞ =
𝑒𝑓𝑓

Here, 𝜀𝑟

2 𝜀𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑓

.

(3.6)

is the effective stopping power at the resonance energy 𝐸𝑟 , i.e. 5:

𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝜀𝑟

𝜆2 𝜔𝛾

1

= 𝜀𝑟𝑐 (1 + 𝑛).

(3.7)

In this equation, the value 𝜀𝑟𝑐 is the compound stopping power calculated using the SRIM
code 64 and for the 𝑛 – number of hydrogen atoms per crystal lattice atom – we took the
values obtained from the experiment with the 7Li beam since the same targets were used
and since the experiments were performed immediately after each other. The resonance
strength 𝜔𝛾 is proportional to the area under the resonance cross section or equivalently, to
the product of the maximum cross section 𝜎(𝐸 = 𝐸𝑟 ) and the resonance width 5:
Γ𝜎(𝐸𝑟 ) =

𝜆2
𝜋

𝜔𝛾.

(3.8)

For the cross section we find:
𝜎(𝐸) =

𝜆2 𝜔𝛾
𝜋 Γ

.

(3.9)

Figure 3.5. The reduced γ-ray yield for the 1H(19F,αγ)16O reaction as a function of
incident proton beam energy. Highlighted resonance at the energy of 340.46 keV was
measured in our experiment 64, 65.
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Figure 3.6. The α-particle spectrum obtained for graphite target at 11B beam energy of
1.99 MeV. The counts in the energy window from 315 to 3555 keV correspond to α
particles from the 1H(11B,αα)4He reaction, while the counts at lower energies include the
noise of electronic devices used for the experiment. Exposition time was about 4.5 h.

Figure 3.7. The part of a γ-ray spectrum with the peak at the energy of 6129 keV and its
single and double escape peaks emitted in the 1H(19F,αγ)16O reaction at fluorine beam
energy 𝐸𝐹 = 6477 keV observed on graphite target. Exposition time was 250 s.
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The α-particle yields from the 1H(11B,αα)4He reaction were deduced by counting the
number of α-particles in the energy window from 315 to 3555 keV and subtracting the
background. An example of the α-particle spectrum obtained from this reaction is shown in
Figure 3.6. The γ-ray yields from the 1H(19F,αγ)16O reaction were obtained by summing the
number of counts from the 16O peak at the energy of 6129 keV and its single and double
escape peaks. A part of a typical spectrum in the energy window of interest is shown in
Figure 3.7. Measured α-particle and γ-ray yields were then fitted to equation 1.15. In this fit
𝐸𝑟 , 𝜔𝛾 and Γ were free parameters and are presented in Table 3.2. Observed resonance
yields multiplied by effective stopping powers for the 1H(11B,αα)4He reaction in Kapton,
Pd, TiH and graphite targets are shown in Figure 3.8. In panel b of this figure it can be seen
that yield measurements with the graphite target at energies higher than 1.81 MeV were not
performed as with other targets due to fact that at higher 11B beam energies emitted αparticles in backward direction have lower energies and we started losing them from the
energy window in the spectra. The loss is not as severe in other targets. The resonance
yields multiplied by effective stopping powers for the 1H(19F,αγ)16O reaction in Kapton, Pd,
TiH, graphite, amorphous carbon and W targets are shown in Figure 3.9. In panel b of this
figure it can be seen that in the W target we observed a surface hydrogen peak. Since this
peak did not result from surface contamination, but from a larger number of hydrogen
trapping sites at the surface [67], the W target was treated as a sum of a thin and a thick
target and we assumed that the 𝑈𝑒 on the surface equals the one in the bulk. Thus the
measured γ-ray yields were fitted to the sum of equations 1.13 and 1.15. We found that the
surface contains about 4 times higher hydrogen concentration than in the bulk. In Figures
𝑒𝑓𝑓

3.8 and 3.9 I show the product 𝑌(𝐸)𝜀𝑟 since the resonance heights in this case depend
only on the size of the screening potential in the target or equivalently, on 𝜔𝛾.
Target

𝐸𝑟 [keV]

Kapton
TiH
Pd
C

1779 ± 15
1790 ± 9
1765 ± 9
1769 ± 9

Kapton
CH
TiH
Pd
W
C

6449 ± 5
6432 ± 5
6469 ± 2
6419 ± 8
6458 ± 6
6417 ± 14

Γ [keV]
𝐸𝑟(𝑐.𝑚.𝑠) [keV]
1
11
H( B,αα)4He
140 ± 8
148.2 ± 1.2
166 ± 5
149.2 ± 0.8
144 ± 6
147.1 ± 0.8
113 ± 6
147.4 ± 0.8
1
H(19F,αγ)16O
31 ± 2
322.4 ± 0.2
37 ± 1
321.6 ± 0.2
46 ± 2
323.4 ± 0.1
34 ± 2
321.0 ± 0.4
50 ± 11
322.9 ± 0.3
34 ± 3
320.8 ± 0.7

𝜀𝑟𝑐 [1015 cm2eV]

𝑌𝑚𝑎𝑥

84.429
148.34
221.63
111.15

1049 ± 19
1329 ± 12
443 ± 4
254 ± 6

203.22
188.35
343.73
653.33
816.45
234.26

12.0 ± 0.2
41 ± 2
67.9 ± 0.8
10.2 ± 0.2
2.3 ± 0.5
21.6 ± 0.7

Table 3.2. Free parameters from fitting the resonances presented in Figures 3.8 and 3.9 to equation 1.15 and
1.13 in the case of W target. The compound stopping power 𝜀𝑟𝑐 from SRIM [62] is also shown.

From the data presented in Table 3.2 and from Figures 3.8 and 3.9, one notices
shifts in the resonance energy of about 1-2 keV in c.m.s. to lower energies for the Kapton,
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amorphous carbon, graphite and Pd targets compared to the adopted values taken in the
normal kinematics 63, 64. Since these shifts are the same for both reactions in all targets,
we attribute them to the different electron densities at the hydrogen site in different target
lattices. The resonance shifts can be explained due to fact that electron screening does not

Figure 3.8. The resonances observed from the 1H(11B,αα)4He reaction fitted to equation
1.15 on Kapton, Pd and TiH targets (a) and Kapton and graphite targets (b).
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only reduce the Coulomb barrier, but also changes the positions of resonance levels in the
nucleus. According to Czerski et al. 7, the corresponding energy shift should be
significantly smaller than the observed screening potential. This is confirmed by our

Figure 3.9. The resonances observed from the 1H(19F,αγ)16O reaction fitted to equation
1.15 on Kapton, Pd, TiH graphite and amorphous carbon targets (a) and for W target
fitted to a sum of equations 1.13 and 1.15 (b).
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experiments.
From the results of the lithium experiment we could assume that there is no electron
screening in the Kapton target. Taking into account the definition of the parameter 𝑝(𝑈𝑒 )
(equation 3.4), the electron screening potential for the resonance energy could be calculated
from the ratio:
𝜎(𝐸𝑟 )𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑙
𝜎(𝐸𝑟 )𝑘𝑎𝑝𝑡𝑜𝑛

=

𝑝(𝑈𝑒 )𝜎(𝐸𝑟 )
𝜎(𝐸𝑟 )

(𝜔𝛾)

𝑝(𝑈𝑒 ) = (𝜔𝛾) 𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑙 .
𝑘𝑎𝑝𝑡𝑜𝑛

(𝜔𝛾)

= (𝜔𝛾) 𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑙 ,
𝑘𝑎𝑝𝑡𝑜𝑛

(3.10)
(3.11)

The calculated values of the electron screening potential for the 1H(11B,αα)4He and
1
H(19F,αγ)16O reactions in graphite, CH, TiH, Pd and W targets are given in Table 3.1.
Except for Kapton and in the Pd target with 11B ion beam, a large electron screening
potential was observed in all targets with the highest value observed in the graphite target,
similar as for the 1H(7Li,α)4He reaction.
These results can be interpreted in the following way. The presence of a hydrogen
impurity atom in the hexagonal graphite lattice creates a lattice distortion [68] placing the
proton always closer to one carbon atom than to the others. This is different from cubic
lattice of our metallic targets, where in the undamaged lattice the hydrogen finds an
equilibrium position equidistant from the metallic atoms. However, the palladium and
tungsten lattice were radiation damaged and protons were trapped into crystal lattice
vacancies [43], where they are again closer to one metallic atom than to the others. But we
observed lower electron screening potentials in Pd and W targets than in the graphite target.
The reason for this is that in polycrystalline metals, hydrogen can also be trapped at grain
boundaries and voids [43], where we assume lower electron screening, making the effective
electron screening for the two kind of trapping sites lower. Also, the observed electron
screening potential in the Pd target was lower than in the W target. A possible explanation
for this is that our palladium sample was cold rolled, while the tungsten one was annealed.
It is known that the cold rolling process increases the number of grain boundary defects,
but when the foil is annealed the number of these defects is reduced. Due to this, the
resulting effective screening potential in the Pd target is lower than in W. The TiH target
did not have the full TiH2 stoichiometry, since the powder has been stored in air for several
years. The measured stoichiometry of 1.03 means that TiH1.03 is a mixture of fcc and
tetragonal fct lattices [69]. As we have shown in earlier experiments with Pd targets [17],
the hydrogen on regular interstitial sites in a fcc lattice does not produce a large electron
screening effect. Only when the protons are pulled away from their fcc equilibrium
positions, a large screening effect occurs. This is the case in the fct lattice in TiH. Finally,
no electron screening was observed in the Pd target for the experiment with the
1
H(11B,αα)4He reaction, while for the experiment with the reaction 1H(19F,αγ)16O we
measured a high screening potential. The reason for this could be that the measurements
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were performed in targets with different hydrogen concentrations. Namely, as it can be seen
from Table 3.1, the hydrogen concentrations are about 2.4 times higher in the experiment
with boron ion beam. It could be that such high concentration changes the screening
effects.
Further, it can be seen from Table 3.1 that the amplitudes of electron screening
potentials observed from all three studied reactions are similarly ordered, but the values of
𝑈𝑒 observed from the experiment with the 11B beam are around 1.5 - 3 times higher than
observed from the experiment with the 7Li beam. The amplitudes of screening potentials
observed from the experiment with the 19F beam are around 17 - 19 times higher in the TiH
and Pd targets and around 12 times higher in the graphite and W targets than observed from
the experiment with the 7Li beam. For the average ratio we got 2.5(3) and 12.5(8) for the
boron and fluorine ion beams, respectively, compared to the experiment with lithium ion
beam. Since the ratio 𝑍2 /𝑍1 of the projectiles are 1.67 and 3, respectively, we find that the
dependence of the electron screening potential on the proton number Z of the projectile
seems to be higher than 𝑍 2 .
Based on the hypothesis of two hydrogen trapping sites in the target, we can define
a modified enhancement factor 𝑓𝑚𝑜𝑑 . If we assume that one of the sites has the electron
screening potential given by the adiabatic limit - 𝑈𝑎𝑑 and the other one has the 𝑈𝑒 value
observed in our experiment for the graphite target, then:
𝑓𝑚𝑜𝑑 = (1 − 𝐶)

exp(−2𝜋𝜂(𝐸+𝑈𝑎𝑑 ))
exp(−2𝜋𝜂(𝐸))

+𝐶

exp(−2𝜋𝜂(𝐸+𝑈𝑒 ))
exp(−2𝜋𝜂(𝐸))

.

(3.12)

The parameter 𝐶 represents the fraction of hydrogen atoms placed on dislocated lattice
sites. The values of 𝐶 were determined from the 7Li reaction and the 𝑓𝑚𝑜𝑑 calculated for
the reactions with 11B and 19F ion beams. The results are given in Table 3.3. As it can be
seen from this table, the agreement with the measurements is good, taking into account that
the dependence on 𝑈𝑒 is exponential.
Target

𝐶

TiH
Pd
W

0.28 ± 0.02
0.28 ± 0.04
0.51 ± 0.05

11

B exp.
1.3 ± 0.2
---

Enhancement factor
19
B calc.
F exp.
1.6 ± 0.1
4.4 ± 0.9
1.6 ± 0.1
3.7 ± 0.8
2.1 ± 0.2
4.5 ± 2.3
11

19

F calc.
3.1 ± 0.4
3.1 ± 0.4
4.9 ± 0.6

Table 3.3. Enhancement factors for the 1H(11B, αα)4He and 1H(19F,αγ)16O reactions observed from the
experiment and calculated with equation 3.12. The fraction of protons on dislocated sites 𝐶 is also given.

Since the values of electron screening potentials observed in the graphite target are
about a factor of 50 above the calculations from the model in adiabatic limit, this brings
serious doubts on the validity of the theory based on static electron densities. Instead, to
explain large electron screening, we propose a process we call molecular screening.
Namely, similarly to the H2+ molecular ion where the electron spends most of the time
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between the two protons, during the reaction process an electron of the lattice atom can be
caught by the attractive potential of the two approaching nuclei. Normally, when the two
nuclei are close enough, the electron would behave as an atomic electron of a nucleus with
𝑍 = 𝑍1 + 𝑍2 , resulting in 𝑈𝑎𝑑 . However, there is a probability that the electron stays
between the two nuclei all the time until the reaction occurs. In case when one of the
reacting nuclei is a proton, the reaction is similar to neutron capture process, since the
proton charge is completely screened by the electron and there is no Coulomb barrier. The
probability for this process is related to the time it takes from the capture of the electron to
the nuclear reaction. In order to explain the measurements, the probability has to depend on
the time exponentially by analogy to the exponential decay of an excited state.
From the above discussions we can define an equation similar to eq. 3.12 for the
enhancement factor 𝑓𝐾 :
𝑓𝐾 = (1 − 𝐾)𝑒 −2𝜋[𝜂(𝐸+𝑈𝑎𝑑 )−𝜂(𝐸)] − 𝐾𝑒 2𝜋𝜂(𝐸)−𝑡⁄𝜏 .

(3.13)

Here 𝐾 denotes the fraction of electrons between the reactants and 𝜏 the lifetime of the
electron capturing state. Time 𝑡 is taken as:
𝑡=
Target
Graphite

𝑅𝐵
𝑍

𝜇

√2𝐸.

(3.14)
𝐾

11

-2

(1.0 ± 0.1)10

B exp.
3.1 ± 0.7

Enhancement factor
19
B calc.
F exp.
3.1 ± 0.3
8.7 ± 2.1
11

19

F calc.
9.3 ± 0.9

Table 3.4. Enhancement factor in the graphite target for the 1H(11B,αα)4He and 1H(19F,αγ)16O reactions
observed from the experiment and calculated with equation 3.13. The fraction of electrons between the
reactants 𝐾 is also given.

By fitting equation 3.13 to the data from the lithium reaction we get that 𝜏 = 7.4(1) ∙ 10−19
s and 𝐾 = 1.0 ∙ 10−2 ± 1.0 ∙ 10−3. Assuming that 𝜏 is inversely proportional to 𝑍 2 we get
for the 11B and 19F induced reactions the enhancement factors listed in Table 3.4. As it can
be seen, the agreement is excellent.
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3.2. The electron screening with high Z targets
In order to determine the electron screening potential in high Z targets, we studied
thick target neutron yields from the 113Cd(p,n)113In and 115In(p,n)115Sn reactions in Cd/In
metallic and CdO/In2O3 insulator targets (Figures 3.10 and 3.11). For proton dose
normalization on cadmium targets we used the 299 keV Coulomb excitation peak of 113Cd
70 and on indium targets we employed the PIXE method – the 24 keV X rays emitted
from Kα shell of 115In were used for this purpose. As it can be seen from Figure 3.10 the
data for neutron yields from the 113Cd(p,n)113In reaction at low energies do not show the
expected large enhancement with decreasing of beam energy and therefore, no large
electron screening can be deduced from the (p,n) reaction in Cd. Moreover, the insert of
this figure shows that there are (within experimental errors) equal numbers or more
neutrons produced in the insulating than in the metallic target at low beam energies.

Figure 3.10. The thick target neutron yields from the 113Cd(p,n)113In reaction as a
function of proton beam energy for Cd and CdO targets. The low-energy thick target
neutron yields are shown in the insert.

Similarly to the case of Cd targets, the neutron yield ratios from the 115In(p,n)115Sn
reaction at low beam energies do not show any enhancement and therefore, no large
electron screening can be deduced from the (p,n) reaction in In, as well (Figure 3.11).
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Figure 3.11. The thick target neutron yields from the 115In(p,n)115Sn reaction as a
function of proton beam energy for In and In2O3 targets.

Due to the absence of the expected large electron screening in Cd and In, we
decided to measure again the electron screening potential in vanadium. For this target we
were able to study electron screening potential for both – (p,n) and (p,γ) reactions
simultaneously. The ratios of the thick target 1434 keV 71 γ-ray yields produced in the
51
V(p,γ)52Cr reaction for V compared to VO2 target as a function of the laboratory beam
energy are shown in Figure 3.12 (circles). For the proton dose normalization we used
charge measurements. From this figure it can be deduced that the data at low energies do
not show enhancement reported in 20. We fitted the yield ratio with equation:
𝑅 = 𝛼𝑝(𝑈𝐷 ),

(3.15)

where 𝑝 is from equation 3.4. The two free parameters are:
𝑑𝐸𝑉𝑂

𝛼=

𝑑𝑥
𝑑𝐸𝑉
𝑑𝑥

2

𝑀𝑉𝑂
𝜌𝑉𝑂

2

2
𝑀𝑉
𝜌𝑉

(3.16)

and 𝑈𝐷 obtained from the data energy dependence. The parameter 𝛼 does not depend on
energy due to the almost identical energy dependence of the stopping power in the metal
and the insulator. In this way we found an electron screening potential of 𝑈𝐷 < 1 keV in
metallic V compared to the insulating VO2 target. In addition, the stoichiometry ratio 𝛼 =
1.94(1) obtained from the fits is practically the same as the calculated one using SRIM code
62 and assuming that there is no electron screening. The ratios of the thick target neutron
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yields from the 50V(p,n)50Cr reaction for V compared to VO2 target as a function of the
laboratory beam energy are shown as squares in Figure 3.12. As it can be seen from this
figure, the neutron yield ratios are the same within experimental errors as the yield ratios,
for the (p,γ) reaction and do not show any expected enhancement factor with decreasing
beam energy in the metallic compared to the insulator target. Presented results indicate
clearly that we did not observe any large electron screening in vanadium and this is
completely in disagreement with the results published in reference 20 for the reaction
50
V(p,n)50Cr, where the authors deduced a value of the electron screening potential of 𝑈𝐷 =
27(9) keV for V metal compared to VO2 insulator.

Figure 3.12. The ratios of the thick target 1434 keV γ-ray yields produced in the
51
V(p,γ)52Cr reaction (circles) and the ratios of the thick target neutron yields from
the 50V(p,n)50Cr reaction (squares) for V compared to VO2 target as a function of the
laboratory beam energy. The solid line represents the ratio 𝛼 calculated by SRIM
code 62. Rhomboids are neutron yield ratios taken from reference 20.

Finally, in Figure 3.12 I also show data from reference 20 (rhomboids). To
compare the data from reference 20 with our measured yields, we multiplied the
enhancement factors (upper panel of figure 2. in ref. 20) with the experimentally deduced
stoichiometry ratio 𝛼 = 1.4 from this reference. It is obvious that this ratio is in sharp
contrast with our experimentally deduced value of 𝛼 = 1.94(1). Namely, the difference
between these two ratios is too large to be accidental as is noticeable from Figure 3.12,
where the ratio of the yields at higher energies should follow the value of stoichiometric
ratio of 𝛼 = 1.94 instead of 1.4. Actually, Kettner et al. 20 in their calculations forgot to
take into account the molar mass ratio and adopted for the theoretical 𝛼 the value of 1.3
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instead of the correct 1.95 (calculated by SRIM code 62). Most likely, this is the reason
why they concluded that their experimentally deduced ratio 𝛼 agrees well with the
theoretical one.
We also took into consideration a possibility to repeat the lutetium measurements
from reference 20. In that paper, the authors studied the 176Lu(p,n)176Hf reaction in Lu and
Lu2O3. They found a shift in resonance energy of 𝑈𝐷 = 32(2) keV for metallic compared to
the insulator target. However, when we considered the estimated cross section for this
reaction, the isotopic abundance of 176Lu and the obtained yield values for the previously
measured (p,n) reactions in Cd, In and V targets, we concluded that it will be impossible to
measure neutrons with sufficient efficiency at the resonance energy with our neutron
detector. Also, since Kettner et al. [20] did not report a yield ratio, we would not have any
data to compare our results to even if we would manage to measure neutrons at higher
beam energies.
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3.3. The half-life of 61Cu
In order to deduce the half-life of the nucleus 61Cu we calculated the decay curves
using γ-ray yields from observed peaks at energies 𝐸𝛾 of 67, 283, 511, 656 and 1185 keV
53. The analysed γ-ray lines are the highest in the decay spectra and they provided good
statistics. Due to the significant line broadening, the peak area of γ rays at the energy of 511
keV was fitted with two Gaussian functions and the areas of the doublet peak were
summed. Figure 3.13 shows the decay spectrum observed for the Ni target. It is the first
recorded spectrum after target activation and the recording time is half an hour. An
example of a fitted γ-ray line at the energy of 656 keV using Radware software 57 is
given in Figure 3.14.

Figure 3.13. The first recorded decay spectrum after target activation observed for
the Ni target. The recording time is half an hour. In the figure, five analysed decay
peaks of 61Cu and the pulser peak are highlighted.

The half-life 𝑇1/2 is given by the decay law:
𝒩(𝑡) = 𝒩0 𝑒 −𝜆𝑡 .

(3.17)

Here, 𝒩(𝑡) is the number of radioactive nuclei present in the target at time 𝑡, 𝒩0 is the
initial number of radioactive nuclei and 𝜆 = 𝑙𝑛2⁄𝑇1/2 is the decay constant. In order to
determine the half-life of 61Cu with an aim of making the smallest possible measurement
error, the decay curves were calculated in the following steps. First, since the spectra were
recorded in cumulative mode generated by successively adding the detected counts at every
half an hour, we deduced the number of counts in analyzed decay peaks of 61Cu in the
cumulative spectra (Figure 3.15). To avoid counting the same data multiple times, we
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subtracted the number of counts in neighboring points in cumulative spectra and we again
obtained a decay curve (equation 3.17). In this way we were able to deduce the number of
detected counts more precisely (even when we had only a few events per half an hour - as is
the case at the end of the recording period when the activity of sources is low). This is
because the peak areas in the spectra could be fitted for longer times and therefore the
background was better determined. In addition, the parameters of the fitted Gaussian peaks
were more stable.

Figure 3.14. An example of a fitted γ-ray line at the energy of 656 keV using Radware software 57. The
lower line shows the difference between the spectrum and the fit with an offset.

Figure 3.15. The grow-in curves for γ rays with the energy of 67 keV in nickel
(upper curve) and nickel-oxide (lower curve) targets from the second experiment.
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However, the errors obtained by subtracting the neighboring points are highly
correlated and cannot be treated independently. Therefore, we evaluated the statistical
errors by fitting equation 3.17 to the data and following the reduced 𝜒 2 which for correct
errors needs to equal unity. The errors for every point were evaluated as a function
̅ + 𝜗, where the parameter 𝜗 introduces errors from the fitting procedure with
𝑓 = √𝑁
Radware software. The parameter 𝜗 has a negligible contribution to the errors for points
̅ , but a significant contribution for the data with lower 𝑁
̅ . The parameter 𝑁
̅ was
with high 𝑁
deduced in the following steps. First we evaluated the errors for the points as a function
𝑓′ = √𝑁 + 𝜗 (𝑁 is the number of detected counts per half an hour). Then we fitted our data
̅ from the fits. It is
using equation 3.17 and finally, in a couple of iterations we deduced 𝑁
̅ ≈ 𝑁, while the difference becomes more
very important to note here that for high 𝑁, 𝑁
̅ does
significant for data with lower 𝑁. It turned out that this difference between 𝑁 and 𝑁
not influence 𝜆 but is important when looking at the difference between two targets, as is
discussed below. Errors evaluated in this way provided fits with appropriate values of 𝜒 2 .
The background subtracted decay curves for Ni and NiO targets for the 511 keV γ rays are
shown in Figure 3.16. The results of the fits of the half-life for each γ-ray line from the
second experiment are shown in Figure 3.17. By combining the half-lives from all four
targets, we get for the half-life of 61Cu the value of 3.323(1) h. The error given here is only
statistical error from the fits.

Figure 3.16. The background subtracted decay curves for γ rays with the energy of
511 keV in nickel (upper curve) and nickel-oxide (lower curve) from the second
experiment. The solid lines represent a least-squares fit using equation 3.17. In order
to make the data visible, the recording time for nickel target is shifted by 5 h.
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From Figure 3.17 it can be seen that the half-life of 61Cu determined for higher
energy γ rays is shorter. We attribute this to two experimental procedures. Namely, the γray peaks were fitted in the spectra using a Gaussian shape. This is not entirely correct. The
peak shapes are originally Lorentzian, but due to the limited accuracy of charge collection
in the detector the spectral peaks broaden into the Gaussian shape. This is more noticeable
at higher energies and the low energy peaks are narrower and more difficult to fit due to the
less accurate fitting functions. In addition, we used the pulser method for dead time
estimates and the pulse shape from the pulser was made like the high energy signals from
the detector. Due to the longer rise time of the low energy signals, the dead time could be
less accurately determined for low energy peaks. In this way, we introduced a systematic
error in the measurements. We estimated the systematic error from the difference in halflife at low and high energies. By combining the half-lives from all four targets and by
taking into account the systematic errors we get for the half-life of 61Cu from these two
experiments the value of 3.323(10) h, which is in very good agreement with the adopted
value of 3.333(5) h 53.

Figure 3.17. Half-life of 61Cu in nickel and nickel-oxide targets from the second
experiment as a function of γ-ray energy.

Also, Figure 3.17 shows that, although the half-lives in Ni target are almost the
same as in NiO target within the error bars, they anyway seem to be systematically shifted
to lower values in Ni. Considering this, we decided to perform a deeper analysis of our
data. Namely, assuming the existence of a small difference in the half-life of 61Cu in two
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different chemical environments (Ni/NiO target), we can derive the ratio from the number
of detected decays per half an hour for this two targets:
𝑁(𝑁𝑖) = 𝑁0(𝑁𝑖) 𝑒 −𝜆𝑁𝑖 𝑡 ,
𝑁(𝑁𝑖𝑂) = 𝑁0(𝑁𝑖𝑂) 𝑒 −𝜆𝑁𝑖𝑂 𝑡

(3.18)

as:
𝑁(𝑁𝑖𝑂)
𝑁(𝑁𝑖)

=

𝑁0(𝑁𝑖𝑂)
𝑁0(𝑁𝑖)

𝑒 ∆𝜆𝑡 ≈

𝑁0(𝑁𝑖𝑂)
𝑁0(𝑁𝑖)

(1 + ∆𝜆𝑡),

(3.19)

where ∆𝜆 = 𝜆𝑁𝑖 − 𝜆𝑁𝑖𝑂 represents a small difference in the decay constant and 𝑡 is a
multiple of 30 min. In this way we obtained data sets which are to a high degree
statistically independent from the original decay measurements. We then compared the
differences ∆𝜆 for specific decay mode with the differences from direct fitting of decay
data. The obtained results agree very well in the deduced values as well as in the estimated
error bars.
Figure 3.18a shows the ratio

𝑁(𝑁𝑖𝑂)
𝑁(𝑁𝑖)

for γ rays with the energy of 283 keV. As it can

be seen from the diagram, there are points with negative values which are the result of
statistical uncertainties caused by fitting the spectra when the number of detected counts is
very low. Since there are practically no counts in the peak area per half an hour, in order to
avoid the use of negative values for the calculations, the first point with a zero value and all
points at later times were summed into a single point (Figures 3.18b, 3.19 and 3.20). The
position of this point on the time axis can be deduced from expressions 3.18 and 3.19
assuming a sum with the intervals (𝑡𝑘 , ∞), where 𝑡𝑘 is the time corresponding to the first
point with a zero value. The contribution of this point to the resulting fit is, obviously, very
small.
Differences ∆𝜆 were deduced by fitting our data with equation 3.18. The results
from the second experiment are given in Figure 3.21. As it can be seen from this figure,
except for γ rays with the energy of 511 keV, ∆𝜆 for all energies are, respecting errors,
equal to zero. However, a weighted average of all points gives a non zero value for ∆𝜆.
From the first experiment we got that all points for ∆𝜆 lie on the zero line, respecting the
errors. In this way we obtain from the two experiments that for 61Cu ∆𝜆 = 3.3(2.2) x 10-8
1/s. This means a difference of 0.06(4) % in the half-life of 61Cu in Ni compared to the NiO
target. A positive value for ∆λ means that the half-life of 61Cu in nickel target is smaller
than in nickel-oxide target.
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Figure 3.18a. The ratio for the number of detected decays per half an hour in the
NiO and Ni targets for γ rays with an energy of 283 keV, from the second
experiment, as a function of recording time.

Figure 3.18b. The ratio for the number of detected decays per half an hour in the NiO
and Ni targets for γ rays with an energy of 283 keV, from the second experiment, as a
function of recording time. The first point with a negative value from Figure 3.18a,
and all points behind it, were summed into a single point – square shaped point on the
graph. The solid line represents a least-squares fit using equation 3.19.
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Figure 3.19. The ratio for the number of detected decays per half an hour in the NiO
and Ni targets for γ rays with an energy of 511 keV, from the second experiment, as
a function of recording time. The first point with a negative value and all points
behind it were summed into a single point – square shaped point on the graph. The
solid line represents a least-squares fit using equation 3.19.

Figure 3.20. The ratio for the number of detected decays per half an hour in the NiO
and Ni targets for γ rays with an energy of 656 keV, from the second experiment, as
a function of recording time. The first point with a negative value and all points
behind it were summed into a single point – square shaped point on the graph. The
solid line represents a least-squares fit using equation 3.19.
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Figure 3.21. The difference in the decay constant of 61Cu in the nickel compared to
the nickel-oxide target from the second experiment, as a function of γ-ray energy.

3.3.1. Electron capture probabilities and variations in electron densities
Changes in the half-life for 61Cu in different environments could be caused by
possible variations in electron densities at the copper nuclei in nickel compared to the
nickel-oxide lattice, since the near-nuclear valence electron density decreases when a metal
atom forms an ionic bond 24. The electronic configuration of nickel in the ground state is
not precisely known, but most likely it is: [Ar] 3d8 4s2 [72]. Since the most weakly bound
are the two electrons from the 4s subshell, these electrons are involved in the formation of
the nickel-oxygen bond. Contrary to metallic Ni, in NiO these electrons cannot contribute
to the electron capture and the probability for electron capture on 61Cu in the metallic target
could be higher than in oxide one. As a consequence we would observe a shortening of the
half-life for this radioisotope in nickel compared to nickel-oxide lattice.
Since 61Cu decays by positron emission (β+) and electron capture (EC), we can write
for the relative transition probabilities [53]
𝜆

𝜆 +

𝑃𝐸𝐶 = 𝜆 𝐸𝐶 and 𝑃𝛽+ = 𝜆𝛽 .
𝑡𝑜𝑡
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𝑡𝑜𝑡

(3.20)

𝜆𝐸𝐶 , 𝜆𝛽+ and 𝜆𝑡𝑜𝑡 are the decay constants for electron capture, β+ process and the total
decay constant, respectively. Clearly, the last two equations are linked by
𝑃𝐸𝐶 + 𝑃𝛽+ = 1.

(3.21)

If we take into account the electron capture from different atomic shells (in our case the last
filled subshell is 4s and therefore, the shell number 4 is in the following denoted with N),
similarly, for the fractional shell capture probabilities we can write [73]
𝜆

𝜆

𝜆

𝜆

𝑃𝐾 = 𝜆 𝐾 , 𝑃𝐿 = 𝜆 𝐿 , 𝑃𝑀 = 𝜆 𝑀 , 𝑃𝑁 = 𝜆 𝑁

(3.22)

𝑃𝐾 + 𝑃𝐿 + 𝑃𝑀 + 𝑃𝑁 = 1,

(3.23)

𝐸𝐶

𝐸𝐶

𝐸𝐶

𝐸𝐶

and

where 𝜆𝐾 , 𝜆𝐿 , 𝜆𝑀 , 𝜆𝑁 and 𝑃𝐾 , 𝑃𝐿 , 𝑃𝑀 , 𝑃𝑁 are the decay constants for electron capture and
fractional capture probabilities from K, L, M and N shells, respectively. From equation
3.23 we can calculate 𝑃𝐾 from [74]
𝑃

𝑃𝑀

𝑃𝐾 = {1 + 𝑃 𝐿 [1 +

𝑃𝐿

𝐾

−1

𝑃

(1 + 𝑃 𝑁 )]} .

(3.24)

𝑀

We can write
𝑃

𝑃

𝑃

𝑃𝐿 = 𝑃𝐾 (𝑃 𝐿 ), 𝑃𝑀 = 𝑃𝐿 ( 𝑃𝑀 ) and 𝑃𝑁 = 𝑃𝑀 (𝑃 𝑁 ).
𝐾

𝐿

𝑀

(3.25)

For these calculations the necessary ratios are given by [73]
𝑃𝐿
𝑃𝐾

𝑄−𝐸𝑓 −𝐸𝐿1

= 𝑘𝐿𝐾 ( 𝑄−𝐸

𝑓 −𝐸𝐾

and similarly for

𝑃𝑀
𝑃𝐿

2

)

(3.26)

𝑃

and 𝑃 𝑁 . The labels 𝑄 and 𝐸𝑓 stand for the decay energy (for 61Cu 𝑄 =
𝑀

2237.2(12) keV [53]) and the excitation energy of the final state, respectively. 𝐸𝐾 and 𝐸𝐿1
are the binding energies of the electrons in the daughter atom. The values of the functions
𝑘𝐿𝐾 , 𝑘𝑀𝐿 and 𝑘𝑁𝑀 can be calculated from [74]:
𝑘𝐿𝐾 =
𝑘𝑀𝐿 =

𝑔𝐿21
2
𝑔𝐾

∙

2
𝑔𝑀
1

𝑔𝐿21

𝐵(𝐿1 )
𝐵(𝐾)

∙

∙ [1 + (𝑃𝐿2 ⁄𝑃𝐿1 )],

𝐵(𝑀1 )
𝐵(𝐿1 )

1+(𝑃𝑀2 ⁄𝑃𝑀1 )

∙ [ 1+(𝑃

𝐿2 ⁄𝑃𝐿1 )

]

(3.27a)
(3.27b)

and similarly for 𝑘𝑁𝑀 . The 𝑔𝐿21 ⁄𝑔𝐾2 , etc., are the ratios of the radial wave functions,
𝐵(𝐿1 )⁄𝐵(𝐾), etc., are the ratios of the overlap and exchange corrections to capture ratios
and 𝑃𝐿2 ⁄𝑃𝐿1 , etc. are the electron subshell ratios [73, 74]. For allowed and non-unique first
forbidden transitions, the dominant contribution to 𝑃𝐿 , 𝑃𝑁 and 𝑃𝑀 are those from the 𝐿1 , 𝑀1
and 𝑁1 subshells, respectively, while probabilities for electron capture from other subshells
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can be considered as negligible [74]. In our work we did not calculate directly the 𝑘𝐿𝐾 , 𝑘𝑀𝐿
and 𝑘𝑁𝑀 functions, but we took them from reference [74].
The fractional electron capture probability from the N shell can be calculated by
summing over all final states
𝒫𝑁 = ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑃𝑁 (𝐸𝑓 ) ∙ 𝐼(𝐸𝑓 ) ,
𝑖

(3.28)

𝑖

and similar for fractional electron capture probabilities from K, L and M shells. Here
𝐼(𝐸𝑓 ) is the electron capture branching ratio for a given energy of the final excited state
𝑖

(𝐸𝑓 ) . In Table 3.5 we give the calculated values for fractional electron capture
𝑖

probabilities 𝒫𝐾 , 𝒫𝐿 , 𝒫𝑀 and 𝒫𝑁 in the decay of 61Cu. The last column in this table
represents the electron capture branching ratio. We used on-line software LOGFT [75] for
calculations of electron capture branching ratio for every excitation energy of the final state
in the 61Ni nucleus.
𝒫𝐾 [%]

𝒫𝐿 [%]

𝒫𝑀 [%]

𝒫𝑁 [%]

I [%]

34.26 (12)

3.746 (34)

0.608 (12)

0.035 (3)

38.64 (12)

Table 3.5. The calculated values for fractional electron capture probabilities 𝒫𝐾 , 𝒫𝐿 , 𝑃𝑀 and 𝒫𝑁 from K, L, M
and N shells respectively. The last column represents the electron capture branching ratio [75].

Due to the fact that the two electrons from the N shell which participate in
formation of the chemical bond between nickel and oxygen atoms cannot contribute to the
electron capture in nickel-oxide, while the electron capture in nickel is possible with
electrons from K, L, M and N shells, the value for 𝒫𝑁 actually represents the difference in
the electron capture probability for 61Cu in nickel compared to nickel-oxide. From this sum
(equation 3.28) we calculated that the half-life for 61Cu in nickel is by 0.035(3) % lower
than in nickel-oxide. Respecting the error, this result is in very good agreement with the
difference obtained in our experiment.
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4. Conclusions

In order to investigate the influence of the electronic structure in different
environments on the nuclear reaction probability three experiments were performed with
the 2 MV Tandetron accelerator at the Jožef Stefan Institute in Ljubljana, Slovenia.
In the first phase of experiment we investigated the electron screening effect on
hydrogen implanted graphite, amorphous carbon, TiH, Pd, and W targets by studying the
1
H(7Li,α)4He, 1H(11B,αα)4He and 1H(19F,αγ)16O reactions in inverse kinematics. Our
measurements are the first ones that studied reactions with different charge numbers using
physically the same targets. Contrary to expectations, large electron screening potentials
were found in the graphite target: with 7Li beam we observed Ue(Li) = 10.3(4) keV, with
11
B beam Ue(B) = 32(4) keV and Ue(F) = 115(8) keV was deduced from the experiment
with the 19F beam. Large electron screenings of Ue(Li) = 3.9(4) keV, Ue(B) = 6.7(18) keV
and Ue(F) = 73(6) keV were found in titanium hydride. Similarly, high values of Ue were
found also in the tungsten target, i.e. Ue(Li) = 5.9(9) keV and Ue(F) = 74(15) keV. Finally,
large screening potentials of Ue(Li) = 3.6(7) keV and Ue(F) = 73(6) keV were found in
palladium target with 0.21 hydrogen atoms per palladium atom, while in the
experiment with the 11B ion beam where hydrogen concentration was 0.5, no electron
screening was observed. In amorphous graphite target we found a screening potential of
36(6) keV with 19F ion beam. Large Ue of 4.1(10), 2.4(10), 2.3(5) and 2.8(13) were also
found in experiments with the 1H(7Li,α)4He reaction in thin hydrogen implanted Ni, Zn, Pd
and Pt targets, respectively.
The electron screening potential measured in the graphite target with the fluorine
beam is the largest one ever measured and, in order to give an explanation of our data, we
proposed a molecular electron screening process which assumes that the electron is trapped
by the attractive potential of two interacting nuclei as in a molecule. Also, these results
clearly show that in the case the data are analyzed in the old way, the dependence of the
61

electron screening potential on the proton number Z of the projectile is not linear as it was
previously supposed, but higher than Z2. In this way we could successfully explain different
values of Ue in different targets, and also large screening potentials that were observed in
our experiment.
In the second phase of the experiment, we investigated the electron screening effect
in different high Z metallic and insulator targets (Cd, In and V and CdO, InO and VO2) for
the proton induced (p,n) and (p,γ) nuclear reactions. Contrary to predictions given by
Kettner et al. [20] we saw neither large electron screening nor shifts in resonance energies
when high Z nuclei are involved in low energy fusion reactions with protons in the
reactions: 113Cd(p,n)113In, 115In(p,n)115Sn, 51V(p,γ)52Cr and 50V(p,n)50Cr.
Finally, in the last stage we studied the half-life for β+ decay and electron capture of
61
Cu produced in the 60Ni(p,γ)61Cu reaction in nickel and nickel-oxide targets. For the halflife we got 3.323(10) h, which agrees very well with the adopted value. Our experiments
and performed analysis indicate that the half-life in the oxide target is not higher for more
than 0.06(4) % compared to the metallic one. From the theory of electron capture
probabilities and variations in electron densities at the 61Cu nuclei in nickel and nickeloxide lattices, we calculated that the difference in the half-life should be at most 0.035 %,
giving a value which is in very good agreement with results obtained from the experiment.
It should be noted that this difference is significantly lower than the differences observed in
earlier experiments for 64Cu [30] and it is much lower than the changes predicted by
Kettner et al. [20]. While our results can be easily explained, the previous ones cannot.
For the end it is important to stress that the influence of the electronic environment
on nuclear reactions and nuclear decay are actually two different processes. Namely, as it is
shown in this work, the decay is influenced by the static electron density, while the nuclear
reactions are influenced by a dynamic capturing of the electron.
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Razširjen povzetek v slovenskem jeziku

Za razumevanje nukleosinteze elementov v vesolju in ustvarjanje energije v zvezdah,
moramo vsekakor dobro poznati termonuklearne procese. S pristopom klasične fizike so
jedrske reakcije med nabitimi delci termalnih energij prepovedane, ker tuneliranje skozi
coulombsko bariero ne obstaja. S stališča kvantne mehanike pa je ta proces dovoljen in
termonuklearne reakcije so omogočene. Vendar, ker verjetnost za reakcije pada z nižanjem
energije interagirajočih jeder, je reakcijske preseke pri astrofizikalno zanimivih energijah
zelo težko izmeriti. Danes lahko nekatere reakcije pri teh energijah preučujemo v
podzemnih laboratorijih z visoko intenzivnimi, nizko energijskimi pospeševalniki (na
primer LUNA [1] in DIANA [2]). Na žalost pa tudi kadar astrofizikalne energije dosežemo,
eksperimentalni rezultati ne pokažejo reakcijskega preseka, ker na verjetnost za reakcijo
zelo vplivajo elektroni, ki obkrožajo jedra in tako povečujejo verjetnost za tuneliranje skozi
coulombsko bariero. Prav tako, ko upoštevamo, da so atomi v notranjosti zvezd večinoma v
visoko ioniziranih stanjih in, da jedra plavajo v morju prostih elektronov, ki težijo bliže k
jedrom kot v atomih, ne pričakujemo, da bo efekt elektronskega senčenja v laboratorijskih
pogojih enak tistemu v zvezdah [3]. Ker pogojev, ki vladajo v zvezdah, ne moremo
ponoviti v laboratoriju, ima določanje reakcijskega preseka za interakcijo golih jeder veliko
vlogo pri razumevanju termonuklearnih procesov. Preseke za reakcije med golimi jedri
lahko določimo z eksperimenti, pri katerih preseke merimo indirektno, kot to velja na
primer za metodo Trojanskega konja [4], kjer lahko elektronsko senčenje zanemarimo, ker
meritve izvajamo pri znatno višjih energijah. Problem te metode pa je, da jo lahko
uporabimo le za omejeno število reakcij. Drugi način iščemo v napredku našega znanja o
elektronskem senčenju v laboratorijskih pogojih do ravni, ki bi omogočila razumevanje
tega efekta tudi v zvezdah.
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Elektronsko senčenje
Kot sem že opisala v uvodu, je zaradi močne odbojne sile v jedrskih reakcijah pri
energijah pod coulombsko bariero tuneliranje edini način, da pride do zlitja dveh jeder. Ker
je transmisijski koeficient pri nizkih energijah približno enak faktorju Gamova 𝐺 = 𝑒 −2𝜋𝜂
[5], ki opisuje tuneliranje točkastega naboja (z vrtilno količino 𝑙 = 0) skozi coulombsko
bariero, je presek za reakcijo 𝜎(𝐸) definiran kot:
𝜎(𝐸) =

𝑆(𝐸)
𝐸

𝑒 −2𝜋𝜂 .

(1)

Tukaj 𝜂 = 𝑍1 𝑍2 𝑒 2 (4𝜋𝜀𝑜 ℏ√2𝐸/𝜇) predstavlja Sommerfeldov parameter (𝑍1 in 𝑍2
sta naboja jeder, ki sodelujeta v reakciji; 𝐸 je energija v težiščnem sistemu, 𝜇 pa je
reducirana masa). Da bi ločili močno energijsko odvisnost transmisijskega koeficenta od
efektov čiste jedrske interakcije, reakcijski presek običajno predstavimo z vpeljavo
astrofizikalnega 𝑆-faktorja, ki je v primeru neresonančnih reakcij le malo odvisen od
energije [6].
Nizka verjetnost za reakcije je občutljiva za elektronske karakteristike tarčnega
materiala. Elektroni, ki obkrožajo interagirajoča jedra lahko povečajo verjetnost za
tuneliranje skozi coulombsko bariero in tako povečajo reakcijski presek v primerjavi s
presekom, ko v reakciji sodelujeta le goli jedri. Ta efekt upoštevamo pri izračunih z
definiranjem faktorja ojačitve kot razmerja med presekom, ko je coulombska bariera
senčena in presekom, ko se interakcija odvija med golima jedroma:
𝑓(𝐸) =

𝜎(𝐸+𝑈𝑒 )
𝜎(𝐸)

,

(2)

kjer 𝑈𝑒 predstavlja potencial elektronskega senčenja.
Čeprav se ne ujemajo s teoretskimi modeli (npr. Adiabatski model, ki da
maksimalno vrednost potenciala elektronskega senčenja) [4, 7 – 10], eksperimentalni
rezultati jasno kažejo, da je faktor 𝑓(𝐸) posebno visok v primeru, ko so tarčni atomi
vgrajeni v kristalne rešetke kovin [13 – 15]. Ti eksperimenti prav tako kažejo, da je velikost
potenciala elektronskega senčenja zelo odvisna od vrste materiala, v čigar kristalno rešetko
je tarča vgrajena, in od vrstnega števila Z projektila. Razlogi za ti odvisnosti so, na žalost,
še vedno neznani. Na koncu se nam zdi glede na najnovejše študije, da je elektronsko
senčenje prej dinamičem kot statičen proces, kot so to prej predpostavljali [22].
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Eksperiment
Vpliv elektronske okolice na atomska jedra lahko preučujemo na dva načina, ker
lahko atomski elektroni sodelujejo tako pri jedrskih reakcijah kot pri radioaktivnem
razpadu. V času svojega doktorskega študija sem preučevala oba navedena procesa. V ta
namen sem študirala reakcijo 1H(7Li,α)4He v inverzni kinematiki v različnih tankih in
debelih tarčah, ampak za boljše razumevanje elektronskega senčenja samo te meritve niso
bile zadostne. Da bi določili odvisnost potenciala elektronskega senčenja od vrstnega
števila projektila, smo preučevali tudi reakciji 1H(11B,αα)4He i 1H(19F,αγ)16O, prav tako v
inverzni kinematiki. Iz te odvisnosti smo poskusili postaviti dinamični model procesa
elektronskega senčenja. Elektronsko senčenje smo študirali tudi v tarčah z visokim Z.
Namreč, sledili smo rezultatom skupine Kettnerja [20] in kasneje rezultatom naše skupine
[22], kjer smo preučevali reakcije inducirane s protonskim žarkom v različnih kovinah in
izolatorjih.
Za proces radioaktivnega razpada smo primerjali razpolovne čase jedra 61Cu, ki smo
ga enkrat naredili v kovinski nikljevi in drugič v izolatorski tarči iz nikljevega oksida.
Upoštevaje prejšnje eksperimentalne rezultate in predvidevanja smo pričakovali, da bomo
našli veliko razliko v verjetnosti za zajetje elektrona tega radioizotopa bakra v kovinski
tarči v primerjavi z izolatorjem zaradi elektronskega senčenja. Ta razlika bi morala biti
posledica odsotnosti valenčnih elektronov na mestu jedra v izolatorskem okolju.
Vse meritve predstavljene v tej disertaciji smo opravili z 2 MV pospeševalnikom
Tandetron v Mikroanalitskem centru (MIC) [39] Instituta Jožef Stefan (JSI) v Ljubljani.
Eksperiment je bil narejen v treh fazah predstavljenih v nadaljevanju teksta, ki zasleduje
njihovo tematsko razdelitev.

Prva faza eksperimenta
V prvi fazi eksperimenta smo merili reakcije 1H(7Li,α)4He, 1H(11B,αα)4He in
1
H(19F,αγ)16O v inverzni kinematiki. Na ta način so se reakcije dogajale globlje v tarči kot v
normalni kinematiki, zato so bile meritve manj občutljive za morebitne površinske
nečistoče. Zato tudi nismo potrebovali reakcij izvajati v pogojih ultra visokega vakuuma.
Posebej pa je pomembno omeniti, da so bile sploh prvič vse reakcije izmerjene v fizično
istih tarčah, kar nam je omogočilo določitev odvisnosti potenciala elektronskega senčenja
od vrstnega števila projektila.
Vse tri omenjene reakcije smo izmerili v debelih tarčah (iz grafita, titanovega
hidrida, paladija in volframa), medtem ko smo reakcijo 1H(7Li,α)4He dodatno študirali v
tankih vodikovih tarčah v paladiju, platini, cinku in niklju, reakcijo 1H(19F,αγ)16O pa v
debeli tarči iz amorfnega ogljika. Poleg teh tarč smo kot standardno vodikovo tarčo
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uporabljali 50 μm debelo polyimidno (Kapton, C22H10N2O5) tarčo. Polimer Kapton smo
izbrali zaradi relativno dobre odpornosti na radiacijske poškodbe.
Vsako od uporabljenih debelih vodikovih tarč smo pripravili na drugačen način. 250
μm debela grafitna tarča je bila od proizvajalca Chempur. Ta tarča je bila v samem procesu
proizvodnje kontaminirana s približno 6 atomskimi procenti vodika. Majhno dodatno
količino vodika smo implantirali z našo ionsko puško Tectra IonEtch. Energija protonov je
bila med implantacijo 5 keV. 68 nm debel hidrogeniran amorfni ogljikov film (C66H34) je
bil narejen z razelektritvijo plazme metana na silicijevo ploščico. Tarčo iz titanovega
hidrida smo naredili s stiskanjem praha TiH2 v 1 mm globoko luknjo v bakrenem nosilcu.
Vloga nosilca je bila pomoč pri hlajenju tarče med gretjem zaradi streljanja z ionskim
žarkom. Paladijevo tarčo smo najprej 24 ur polnili z vodikom iz plinaste faze pri tlaku 1 bar
in sobni temperaturi, nato pa smo vodik iz nje odstranili z gretjem do 300 ºC. Ciklus
polnjenja in praznjenja smo ponovili več kot desetkrat. Zatem smo folijo poškodovali z
ionskim žarkom 19F. Žarek je vseboval 18.1·1015 ionov pri energiji 7.8 MeV na površini
5x8 mm. Pri tem so se formirali defekti v kristalni rešetki (vacancies), na katere se vodik
lahko ujame [43]. Na koncu smo folijo spet nekaj ur pustili v vodiku pri tlaku 1 bar in sobni
temperaturi. Volframovo tarčo smo pripravili na podoben način. Folijo smo dobili od
proizvajalca Plansee, bila je mehansko polirana in pregreta na 1200 K. Elektronski
mikroskop je pokazal velika zrna (5-20 μm) [44]. Tako obdelano folijo so najprej
poškodovali z 20 MeV ioni 186W do 0.45 dislokacij na atom (d.p.a.), nato pa smo jo za štiri
dni izpostavili atomskemu vodikovemu žarku. Nazadnje smo folijo še nekaj ur obstreljevali
s 5 keV protoni iz ionske puške, dokler nismo dosegli maksimalne koncentracije vodika v
tarči. Intenziteta protonskega žarka je bila 400 µA/cm2. 100 μm debeli foliji iz Pt in Zn, 250
μm debelo paladijevo in 125 μm debelo žarjeno nikljevo folijo smo uporabljali v
eksperimentu s tankimi vodikovimi tarčami. V vse štiri folije smo implantirali vodik pri
energiji 5 keV z ionsko puško.
V vseh tarčah smo sproti preverjali, ali se je med meritvijo spremenila koncentracija
vodika. To smo naredili tako, da smo pred in po vsaki meritvi pri različni energiji naredili
še meritev pri izbrani energiji žarka. Med debelimi tarčami so grafit, amorfni ogljik, in
Kapton izgubljali vodik med vsemi meritvami, medtem ko je koncentracija vodika v
volframu padala samo med meritvami s fluorovim žarkom. Druge tarče niso pokazale
sprememb v koncentraciji vodika med celotnim eksperimentom. Ker smo imeli dovolj
veliko Kaptonovo folijo, smo tarčo zamenjali, ko je koncentracija vodika v Kaptonu padla
za 35 % glede na prvotno koncentracijo. Spremembe koncentracije vodika med meritvami
smo upoštevali tako, da smo število detektiranih delcev za vsako meritev na določeni
energiji normalizirali na srednjo vrednost dveh kontrolnih meritev. Enako korekcijo smo
naredili tudi za vse tanke tarče. Omeniti je potrebno tudi, da so imele vse debele tarče razen
volframa enakomerno porazdelitev vodika po globini tarče. V volframu smo izmerili
površinski vrh in enakomerno koncentracijo v globini.
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Za detekcijo delcev α izsevanih v reakcijah 1H(7Li,α)4He in 1H(11B,αα)4He smo
uporabili silicijev PIPS (passivated implanted planar silicon) detektor, ki je bil debel 515
μm in je imel aktivno površino 450 mm2. Postavili smo ga 3.4 cm stran od tarče pod kotom
135º glede na smer ionskega žarka. Izkoristek detektorja je bil 1.7 %, izračunali pa smo ga
iz aktivnosti kalibriranega vira 241Am. Med eksperimentom z litijevim žarkom smo pred
detektor postavili 3 μm debelo folijo iz aluminija, med eksperimentom z borom pa je bila
folija debela 6 μm. Vloga absorpcijske folije je bila, da zaustavi ione 7Li in 11B, ki se
elastično sipajo na tarči. Za detekcijo žarkov γ iz reakcije 1H(19F,αγ)16O smo uporabili
HPGe (high purity Germanium) detektor, ki je bil 4.2 cm od tarče pod kotom 135º glede na
smer fluorovega žarka. Izkoristek detektorja je bil 0.6%, resolucija pa 2.2 keV za vrh 60Co
pri energiji 1.3 MeV. Dozo ionskega žarka smo določili z merjenjem naboja na električno
izolirani tarčni komori. Za določitev aktivnosti sevanja delcev α iz radioaktivnega niza
razpada žlahtnega plina 222Rn smo skupaj 48 ur merili spekter ozadja.

Druga faza eksperimenta
Vpodbujeni z rezultati Ketterjeve skupine objavljenimi v referenci [20], smo se odločili
izvesti nove raziskave elektronskega senčenja v tarčah z visokim vrstnim številom. Kot že
Kettner et al. [20] smo tudi mi primerjali pridelke fotonov in nevtronov v različnih
kovinskih in izolatorskih tarčah (kovine Cd, In in V; izolatorji CdO, In2O3 in VO2).
Preučevali smo s protoni inducirane jedrske reakcije 113Cd(p,n)113In, 115In(p,n)115Sn,
50
V(p,n)50Cr i 51V(p,γ)52Cr. Naštete materiale smo izbrali zaradi relativno nizkega praga za
reakcijo izmenjave naboja (p,n), kar nam je omogočilo izvesti eksperiment pri nizkih
energijah, pri katerih pričakujemo visok faktor ojačitve reakcijskega preseka. Poleg tega
obstajajo še drugi razlogi, zakaj smo te isotope ocenili kot dobre kandidate za raziskovanje
elektronskega senčenja. Tako smo 113Cd in 115In izbrali zaradi relativno visoke pogostosti
teh izotopov v elementni sestavi kadmija in indija in tudi zaradi relativno visokih vrstnih
števil teh elementov. Namreč, če upoštevamo predpostavko, da potencial elektronskega
senčenja raste linearno z vrstnim številom tarče 13, 19, 20, potem pričakujemo, da bomo
našli visoke vrednosti 𝑈𝑒 pri teh tarčah. Vanadij smo izbrali, da bi meritve na tej tarči
služile kot preveritev prej objavljenih rezultatov za potencial senčenja 20 v reakciji
50
V(p,n)50Cr, pri kateri so izmerili visoke vrednosti 𝑈𝐷 = 27(9) keV i 𝑈𝐷 = 34(11) keV v
kovini V in zlitini PdV0.1 napram izolatorju VO2. Povedati moram tudi, da smo hkrati
merili reakciji 50V(p,n)50Cr in 51V(p,γ)52Cr v obeh tarčah, da bi imeli možnost določiti
odvisnost potenciala elektronskega senčenja od vrste delcev v izhodnem kanalu jedrske
reakcije.
Za to fazo eksperimentov smo uporabljali tarče iz Cd, In, V, CdO, In2O3 i VO2 z
visoko čistostjo in z naravno izotopsko sestavo. Kovinske tarče so bile debele folije
(debelina vanadijeve tarče je bila 125 μm, kadmijeve 250 μm, medtem ko je bila indijeva
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tarča debela nekaj mm zaradi nizke temperature tališča). Cd in In je do čistosti 99.99 %
prečistil Chempur, vanadijeva folija iz Goodfellowa pa je bila iz 99.8 % čistega V. Oksidne
tarče smo pripravili s stiskanjem Chempurovega praha na debelino 1 mm. Čistost praha
CdO je bila 99.99 %, In2O3 99.999 % in VO2 99.5 %. Da bi preprečili pregrevanje oksidnih
tarč zaradi visoke intenzitete protonskega žarka, smo prah stisnili v 2 mm debel bakren
nosilec s cilindrično luknjo premera 14 mm.
Za detekcijo žarkov γ in nevtronov narejenih s prej omenjenimi reakcijami smo
uporabili HPGe in nevtronski detektor. HPGe detector smo postavili 4.2 mm od tarče, pod
kotom 135º glede na smer protonskega žarka. Detektor je imel enak izkoristek in enako
resolucijo kot v prvi fazi eksperimenta. Za detekcijo nevtronov smo izbrali tekoči organski
scintilator EJ-301 (NE-213) zaradi njegove sposobnosti, da zelo dobro ločuje nevtrone od
žarkov γ tudi pri nizkih energijah. Ta detektor smo postavili 4.8 cm od tarče pod kotom 45º
glede na smer protonskega žarka. Da bi znižali intenzivno ozadje žarkov γ pri nizkih
energijah, smo pred detektor postavili svinčen absorber debeline 6 mm. Za nevtronski
detektor smo izračunali, da je izkoristek za detekcijo približno 1.5 % pri energiji nevtronov
1 MeV.
Dozo protonskega žarka smo določevali s tremi metodami. Najprej smo uporabljali
metodo PIXE [41, 47], pri čemer smo žarke X merili s polprevodniškim Si(Li) detektorjem
postavljenim 9.1 cm od tarče pod kotom 135º glede na smer protonskega žarka, da bi se
izognili preveliki absorpciji žarkov X v tarči. Poleg te metode smo, kadar je bilo to mogoče
uporabljali žarke γ, ki so bili posledica coulombskega vzbujanja tarčnih jeder. Upoštevaje,
da je coulomsko vzbujanje čisti elektromagnetni proces definiran samo z električnim
poljem med delcema, ki sodelujeta v reakciji, verjetnost zanj ne bo odvisna od tuneliranja.
Tako, torej, ne pričakujemo večjega vpliva elektronskega senčenja na coulombsko
vzbujanje, če pa bi vpliv že bil, bi deloval v nasprotni smeri kot pri tuneliranju skozi
bariero. Tretja metoda za določanje doze protonskega žarka je bilo merjenje naboja na
električno izolirani tarčni komori.
Prispevek kozmičnih nevtronov v naših spektrih smo določili z meritvijo
nevtronskega ozadja, ki je neprekinjeno trajala 238.4 ure. Izmerjena hitrost štetja nevtronov
v celotnem spektru ozadja je bila 0.06 nevtronov/s.

Tretja faza eksperimenta
V pričakovanju, da vidimo razliko v razpolovnem času radioaktivnih jeder v
kovinskih in oksidnih okoljih, smo v zadnji fazi eksperimenta preučevali razpad β+ in
zajetje elektrona vira 61Cu narejenega v reakciji 60Ni(p,γ)61Cu Ta radioaktivni izotop bakra
razpada v 61% primerov z emisijo pozitrona in nevtrina in v 39% primerov z zajetjem
atomskega elektrona. Razpolovni čas je 3.333(5) h [52].
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Za ta eksperiment smo uporabili tarče iz Ni in NiO z naravno izotopsko sestavo.
Kovinska tarča je bila Goodfellowova 99.999 % čista nikljeva folija debeline 125 μm.
Oksidno tarčo smo dobili s stiskanjem Chempurovega 99.995 % čistega praha na debelino
1 mm. To tarčo smo pripravili na enak način, kot je opisano za oksidne tarče v prejšnjem
poglavju. Tarče smo aktivirali s protoni z energijo 2.48 MeV. Tok žarka je bil okrog 0.5
μA. Energijo žarka smo izbrali tako, da je bila tik pod pragom za proizvodnjo 64Cu v
reakciji 64Ni(p,nγ) (glej referenco [46]). S to energijo smo tako aktivirali samo en
radioizotop z razpolovnim časom nekaj ur. Da bi dosegli čim boljšo statistiko meritev, smo
obe tarči aktivirali dlje od 12 ur.
Spektre žarkov γ izsevanih pri razpadu 61Cu smo avtomatsko posneli v našem
Laboratoriju za meritve radioaktivnosti na IJS vsake pol ure v obdobju 120 ur. Za ta namen
smo uporabili detektor HPGe tipa p z relativnim izkoristkom 50 % glede na standardni NaI
kristal. Aktivirani tarči smo zaporedoma postavili direktno na detektor, ves detektorski
sistem pa je bil obkrožen s 15 cm debelo zaščito iz svinca. Za preprečevanje nabiranja
naravnega radona okrog detektorja smo pod svinčeno zaščito ves čas vpihovali 14 dni star
dušik. Za procesiranje digitalnih signalov smo uporabili Canberra InSpector 2000 DSP
Portable Spectroscopy Workstation. Za določitev mrtvega časa meritve smo uporabili
generator pulzov s frekvenco 10 Hz. Ploščine vrhov v spektrih smo določili s programskim
paketom Radware.
Ta eksperiment smo izvedli v dveh delih v podobnih pogojih za dve skupini Ni/NiO
tarč. Maksimalen mrtvi čas v merjenih spektrih je bil enak za obe, nikljevo in oksidno tarčo
in je znašal za prvi del eksperimenta okrog 1.1 % in za drugi del 3.1 %. Za določanje
aktivnosti ozadja in za upoštevanje morebitnih fluktuacij ozadja smo spektre ozadja
snemali neprekinjeno 50 ur pred in po meritvah razpada za vsako tarčo.
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Rezultati in diskusija
V prvi fazi eksperimenta smo preučevali efekt elektronskega senčenja na vodiku v
raličnih tarčah: grafit, amorfni ogljik, TiH2, Pd in W. Analizirali smo jedrske reakcije
1
H(7Li,α)4He, 1H(11B,αα)4He in 1H(19F,αγ)16O. Te meritve so bile sploh prve meritve
reakcij z različnim nabojem projektilov na fizično istih tarčah. V nasprotju s pričakovanji
smo največji potencial elektronskega senčenja našli v grafitni tarči. Za to tarčo smo z
litijevim žarkom izmerili 𝑈𝑒 (𝐿𝑖) = 10.3(4) keV, z borovim žarkom 𝑈𝑒 (𝐵) = 32(4) keV in
𝑈𝑒 (𝐹) = 115(8) keV v eksperimentu s fluorovim žarkom. Vrednost 𝑈𝑒 v grafitni tarči
bombardirani s fluorovim žarkom je do sedaj najvišji izmerjeni potencial elektronskega
senčenja v katerem koli eksperimentu. Visoke potenciale elektronskega senčenja 𝑈𝑒 (𝐿𝑖) =
3.9(4) keV, 𝑈𝑒 (𝐵) = 6.7(18) keV in 𝑈𝑒 (𝐹) = 73(6) smo prav tako našli v titanovem
hidridu. Podobno visoke vrednosti Ue smo izmerili tudi v volframovi tarči: 𝑈𝑒 (𝐿𝑖) = 5.9(9)
keV in 𝑈𝑒 (𝐹) = 74(15) keV. Na koncu smo našli visoke potenciale elektronskega senčenja
𝑈𝑒 (𝐿𝑖) = 3.6(7) keV i 𝑈𝑒 (𝐹) = 73(6) keV tudi v paladijevi tarči, ki je vsebovala 0.21
vodikov atomov na en atom paladija, medtem ko v eksperimentu z 11B, ko je tarča
vsebovala 0.5 atoma vodika na paladijev atom, visokega senčenja nismo našli. V amorfnem
grafitu smo izmerili potencial elektronskega senčenja 36(6) keV s fluorovim žarkom.
Visoke vrednosti 𝑈𝑒 4.1(10), 2.4(10), 2.3(5) i 2.8(13) smo prav tako našli z litijevim
žarkom v tankih z vodikom implantiranih tarčah iz Ni, Zn, Pd in Pt.
Te rezultate lahko interpretiramo na naslednji način. Prisotnost vodika kot nečistoče
v heksgonalni kristalni rešetki grafita privede do distorzije rešetke [68] in tako postavlja
proton vedno bližje enemu atomu ogljika kot drugim. Situacija je drugačna v kubični
rešetki kovin, kjer v primeru nepoškodovane kristalne rešetke vodik zavzema ekvidistančni
položaj do najbližjih atomov kovine. V našem eksperimentu sta bili paladijeva in
volframova kristalna rešetka radiacijsko poškodovani in tako so bili protoni ujeti okrog
praznih mest (vacancies) v rešetki [43]. Tako so bili spet bliže enemu atomu kovine kot
drugim. V eksperimentu smo izmerili nižji potencial elektronskega senčenja v paladijevi in
volframovi tarči kot v grafitni. Razlog je verjetno v tem, da se lahko v polikristalnih
kovinah vodik ujame tudi v defekte na robovih kristalnih zrn [43] kjer predvidevamo, da je
senčenje nižje. Na ta način bi bil efektivni potencial senčenja za dve vrsti vodikovih pasti
nižji kot samo za eno vrsto z višjim senčenjem. Prav tako lahko vidimo iz eksperimentalnih
rezulatatov, da je potencial senčenja nižji v paladiju kot v volframu. Razlaga za to je
dejstvo, da bila paladijeva folija hladno valjana, medtem ko je bila volframova tarča
žarjena. Znano je namreč, da proces hladnega valjanja poveča število defektov na robovih
zrn, žarjenje pa njihovo število zmanjšuje. Zato je potencial senčenja v paladiju manjši kot
v volframu. Po drugi strani pa tarča iz titanovega hidrida ni imela polne stoihiometrije
TiH2, ampak je prah, ki je bil več let uskladiščen na zraku, počasi izgubljal vodik in je imel
stoihiometrijo 1.03. Znano je tudi, da je pri tej stoihiometriji TiH1.03 mešanica kubične fcc
in tetragonalne fct kristalne strukture [69]. Kot smo pokazali v prejšnjih eksperimentih s
paladijevo tarčo [17], vodik na običajnih oktaedrskih intersticijskih pozicijah v kristalni
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rešetki tipa fcc ne povzroči visokega elektronskega senčenja. Samo kadar protone
povlečemo iz ravnotežnih mest izmerimo visoko senčenje. Ravno to pa je primer v
tetragonalni fct rešetki v titanovem hidridu. Na koncu v eksperimentu z reakcijo
1
H(11B,αα)4He v paladijevi tarči nismo našli visokega potenciala elektronskega senčenja,
medtem ko smo v nasprotju s tem v eksperimentu z reakcijo 1H(19F,αγ)16O v isti tarči
izmerili visok potencial senčenja. Razlog za tako drastično razliko v dveh eksperimentih je
verjetno v tem, da smo meritve izvedli pri dveh različnih koncentracijah . Namreč, kot
lahko vidimo iz opisanih rezultatov, je bila koncentracija vodika v prvem primeru približno
2.4 krat večja kot v eksperimentu s fluorovim žarkom. To lahko pomeni, da tako visoka
koncentracija vodika spremeni efekt elektronskega senčenja.
Na podlagi hipoteze o dveh vrstah defektov v kristalni rešetki, kjer lahko vodik
ujamemo, smo definirali modificiran faktor ojačenja 𝑓𝑚𝑜𝑑 . Če predpostavimo, da ena vrsta
defektov daje potencial senčenja definiran z adiabatsko limito 𝑈𝑎𝑑 in da druga vrsta daje
vrednosti, ki smo jih izmerili v grafitni tarči v našem eksperimentu (to so najvišje do sedaj
izmerjene vrednosti), potem je
𝑓𝑚𝑜𝑑 = (1 − 𝐶)

exp(−2𝜋𝜂(𝐸+𝑈𝑎𝑑 ))
exp(−2𝜋𝜂(𝐸))

+𝐶

exp(−2𝜋𝜂(𝐸+𝑈𝑒 ))
exp(−2𝜋𝜂(𝐸))

.

(3)

V zgornji enačbi parameter C predstavlja delež vodikovih atomov ujetih na praznih mestih
v kristalni rešetki. Ta parameter smo določili iz eksperimenta z litijevim žarkom in nato
izračunali 𝑓𝑚𝑜𝑑 za borov in fluorov žarek. Rezultati so prikazani v Tabeli 1. Kot se lahko
vidi iz tabele, je ujemanje eksperimentalnih rezultatov z vrednostmi dobljenimi z enačbo
(3) zelo dobro, če upoštevamo eksponentno odvisnost 𝑈𝑒 .
Tarča

𝐶

TiH
Pd
W

0.28 ± 0.02
0.28 ± 0.04
0.51 ± 0.05

11

B exp.
1.3 ± 0.2
---

Faktor ojačenja
19
B račun
F exp.
1.6 ± 0.1
4.4 ± 0.9
1.6 ± 0.1
3.7 ± 0.8
2.1 ± 0.2
4.5 ± 2.3

11

F račun
3.1 ± 0.4
3.1 ± 0.4
4.9 ± 0.6

19

Tabela 1. Faktor ojačenja za reakciji 1H(11B, αα)4He in 1H(19F,αγ)16O izmerjen v eksperimentu in izračunan z
enačbo (3). Delež protonov na praznih mestih v kristalni rešetki 𝐶 je prav tako prikazan.

Ker so izmerjene vrednosti potenciala elektronskega senčenja v grafitni tarči za
približno faktor 50 nad vrednostmi izračunanimi v adiabatski limiti statičnega modela, to
prinaša močne dvome v veljavnost teorije osnovane na statičnih elektronskih gostotah. Zato
smo za opis pojava predlagali model, ki ga imenujemo molekularno senčenje. Namreč,
podobno molekulskemu ionu H2+ kjer elektron prebije večino časa med dvema protonoma,
se lahko med pribiževanjem dveh jeder pri jedrski reakciji eden od atomskih elektronov
ujame v privlačen potencial dveh interagirajočih jeder. Normalno bi tak elektron zavzel
atomsko orbito atoma z vrstnim številom 𝑍 = 𝑍1 + 𝑍2 , ko sta jedri dovolj blizu, kar bi
vodilo do potenciala v adiabatski limiti. Vendar pa obstaja verjetnost, da elektron ostane
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med jedroma ves čas, dokler ne pride do jedrske reakcije. V tem primeru, če je eno od jeder
proton, bo reakcija podobna zajetju nevtrona, saj je naboj protona popolnoma zasenčen ves
čas. Verjetnost za tak proces bi morala biti odvisna od časa med zajetjem elektrona in
jedrsko reakcijo. Eksperimentalni rezultati vedno kažejo eksponentni podobno odvisnost
faktorja ojačenja od energije, zato mora tudi verjetnost imeti eksponentno odvisnost od
časa.
Na podlagi zgornje diskusije smo definirali enačbo podobno enačbi (3) za factor
ojačenja 𝑓𝐾 :
𝑓𝐾 = (1 − 𝐾)𝑒 −2𝜋[𝜂(𝐸+𝑈𝑎𝑑 )−𝜂(𝐸)] − 𝐾𝑒 2𝜋𝜂(𝐸)−𝑡⁄𝜏 .

(4)

𝐾 predstavlja delež elektronov, ki ostanejo med interagirajočima delcema, 𝜏 pa je razpadni
čas stanja, v katerega se je elektron ujel. Čas 𝑡 je definiran kot:
𝑡=

𝑅𝐵
𝑍

𝜇

√2𝐸.

(5)

S prilagajanjem rezultatov iz eksperimenta z litijem enačbi (4) smo dobili za 𝜏 = 7.4(1) ∙
10−19 s in za 𝐾 = 1.0 ∙ 10−2 ± 1.0 ∙ 10−3 . S predpostavko, da je 𝜏 obratno sorazmeren z
𝑍 2 , smo dobili za reakcije z borovimi in fluorovimi ioni vrednosti faktorja povečanja
prikazane v tabeli 2. Kot lahko vidimo, je ujemanje odlično.
Tarča
Grafit

𝐾

11

(1.0 ± 0.1)10

-2

B exp.
3.1 ± 0.7

Faktor ojačenja
19
B račun
F exp.
3.1 ± 0.3
8.7 ± 2.1

11

19

F račun
9.3 ± 0.9

Tabela 2. Faktor ojačenja v grafitni tarči za 1H(11B,αα)4He in 1H(19F,αγ)16O izmerjen v eksperimentu in
izračunan z enačbo (4). Delež elektronov med interagirajočima delcema 𝐾 je prav tako prikazan.

V nadaljevanju se iz naših rezultatov jasno vidi, da odvisnost potenciala
elektronskega senčenja od vrstnega števila projektila ni linearna, kot so prej predvidevali,
ampak je koeficient proporcionalnosti najverjetneje večji od Z2. Na ta način smo uspešno
pojasnili pomembne razlike v amplitudah 𝑈𝑒 izmerjenih v različnih tarčah in tudi njihove
visoke vrednosti v primerjavi z modelom v adiabatski limiti. Naši eksperimenti so tudi
pokazali veliko odvisnost elektronskega senčenja od načina priprave tarče.
V drugi fazi eksperimenta smo preverjali elektronsko senčenje v kovinskih in
izolatorskih – oksidnih tarčah z visokim vrstnim številom Z (Cd, CdO, In, InO, V i VO2).
Preučevali smo dva tipa reakcij, to je (p,n) in (p,γ). V nasprotju z rezultati Kettnerjeve
skupine [20] nismo v nobeni od omenjenih tarč opazili visokega elektronskega senčenja.
V zadnji, tretji fazi eksperimenta, v kateri smo merili razpolovni čas 61Cu
narejenega v reakciji 60Ni(p,γ)61Cu v nikljevi in nikelj-oksidni tarči, smo dobili vrednost
𝑇1⁄ = 3.323(10) h, ki se lepo ujema s tabelirano vrednostjo. Prav tako so meritve pokazale
2

razliko v razpolovnem času med kovinsko in izolatorsko tarčo ki ni bila večja od 0.06(4) %.
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Razpolovni čas je bil krajši v kovinski tarči. Zaradi dejstva, da dva elektrona iz nikljeve
lupine N, ki sodelujeta v formiranju kemijske vezi med atomi niklja in kisika, ne moreta
sodelovati pri zajetju elektrona v nikljevem oksidu, lahko pa sodelujeta pri kovinskem
niklju, verjetnost za zajetje elektrona iz te lupine predstavlja razliko v skupnih verjetnostih
za zajetje elektrona v Ni in NiO. Na ta način smo izračunali, da razlika v razpolovnih časih
morala biti 0.035 %, kar daje vrednost, ki se zelo dobro ujema z našimi eksperimentalnimi
rezultati. Kot sem pokazala, lahko razliko izmerjeno v našem eksperimentu zlahka
pojasnimo, medtem ko enako ni res za znatno večje razlike izmerjene v prejšnjih
eksperimentih z drugimi spojinami in izotopi bakra [30] in tudi za ekstremno visoke
razlike, ki so jih napovedali Kettner et al. [20] v svojem modelu.
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